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How to use this book


Do the exercises after reading the entire lesson
Do not complete the exercises while reading the lesson, “as you go”, looking for the answer for the current
question. This method of reading and doing exercises simultaneously will interrupt the natural flow of the reading,
and thus affect how much you understand the ideas.



Use the helpful glossary at the end of the book
At the end of this book, there is a glossary with important words and terms that you should be familiar with,
and many of which will appear on the quizzes. You are therefore required to know the meaning of these important
words / terms; you can know one when you see it in the text, as it will look like this. You might keep a notebook
and write these glossary words in it as you come across them; even though they are found at the back of the book,
yet writing them helps one to memorize.

What is Biology?
How do we properly study it?
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Lesson 1 What is Biology?
What is the science of biology?
When we ponder ourselves, the animals romping in the fields, or the ancient oak towering above us, we see that the
world is full of amazing things that we say are ‘alive’. If you have ever taken delight in watching birds fly or seeing a
dog peacefully lolling on the porch, you know that there is quite a bit of joy in observing the living world. Man should
not only enjoy these living wonders, but also do what he is able to learn more about them. Doing so is not only
enjoyable, but also teaches us more about the cause of these wonders – our Creator.
We can do this learning in a sort of leisurely, disorganized, and general way, or in a very orderly and deeper way –
thus transforming our learning into a science.
What is a ‘science’?
Science comes from the Latin word scientia, which simply means ‘knowledge’. In English however, the word science
usually has a narrower sense: A science is an organized body of knowledge about a particular subject, beginning from
well-established principles. (Principles are starting points upon which we build.)
For example, geometry is the science of magnitude (e.g. figures, lines, etc.). Some of geometry’s principles are
definitions, such as the definitions of a point, line, triangle, circle; other principles would be well-known truths, such
as “The whole is greater than the part.” Upon principles such as these, the entire science of geometry can then be
carefully built up into an entire organized system of conclusions.
What is Biology?
Biology is the science of natural living things. Natural living things are those things that have life and physical matter
(we will give a more formal definition of natural life below). Thus, animals and plants are natural living things.
Biology is then an ordered study of animals and plants. Most modern biology books further subdivide organisms that
are microscopic (into categories like protists and bacteria) and also have a separate distinction for fungi (plant-like
organisms that do not obtain food through photosynthesis). In order to better illustrate the principles of life – as well
as to use a division that is much better suited to biology as an ordered science according to the definition we have just
given – this book will make a distinction only between plant life and animal life based on the properties of life that are
outlined in detail in the remainder of this lesson. Here we can agree with the modern biologists who already classify
one group of microscopic living things (protists) based on whether they are “animal-like” or “plant-like”.
In every true science, principles must first be reasonably established (shown to be true) before more knowledge can be
built upon them. Biology is no exception: we must first carefully state the principles of biology, and then show that
they are true before we can begin to study it in earnest.

The principles of biology
What are the principles of the science of biology?
The most basic principles of the science of biology are these:
1. There is a fundamental difference between living and nonliving things.
2. Even amongst living things, there are different levels of life

3. Something is said ‘to live’ insofar as it operates from itself, and not as if moved by other things
(this is the formal definition of “life”, which we will explain in more detail in a moment)
The remainder of this lesson will manifest the truth of these three principles of biology.

Principle #1: Some things are alive! Living things are fundamentally different from the
nonliving ones.
Supernatural vs. natural life
If you are paying close attention, you might have noticed that we said above that biology is concerned with “natural
living things”. Are not all living things ‘natural’? We will see that this is not the case.
The Catholic Faith tells us that our supernatural life is the greatest gift God has given us on earth; this life is the gift of
God Himself dwelling in us by sanctifying grace. By this grace, we can know and love God in the same way (but not
to the same degree) that He knows and loves Himself! This supernatural life is already a foretaste of heaven, and in
order to allow us into heaven, God must see His own life – this sanctifying grace – in our souls.
The word super in Latin means ‘above’ or ‘beyond’, and this is why
grace is called supernatural: it is a gift far beyond our natural human
life. Not all men have supernatural life (it can be lost through evil
actions) but all men have natural life. Now, natural life is also a
tremendous gift of God. Without that natural life, you and I would
not exist at all and there would be nothing in which supernatural life
could dwell. It is this natural life that biology studies. We will not
give a formal definition of the term ‘natural life’ until further below;
it is enough for now to state that some things – including us – have
special powers, which other things (such as rocks, water, plastic)
do not. While the term “powers” might invoke the idea of super
heroes for some, the word’s root meaning is simply the ability to
do something or act in a particular way that flows from the
nature of the thing and has a definite purpose. To give an
example, sight is a natural power of humans because it is a part of
our nature to see; soccer playing is not a natural power, as it is not
an intrinsic part of our nature to play soccer, though many people
are able to do so.

Figure 1.1: The Power of Sense
https://pixabay.com/photos/smell-flower-girlplant-flora-2209926/

How do we know that there is a fundamental difference between the living and the nonliving?
In order to have a science about living things, we need to know what we mean when we say living and what we mean
by the word life. Why do we not say that a beautiful piece of marble is alive (especially when it has the shape of a
horse or a man or any other living thing)? How can we say that things as different as a microbe and a man are both
alive? Where do we turn to learn about life and what life is?
The first notion of life comes to us principally from our own internal experience of living. Did you first learn what it
means to taste by watching a dog gobble up and enjoy its food? No, you first learned by you, yourself, tasting food.
You learn likewise about all the powers of natural life – you first experience them yourself, and then notice that
other things around you also have that power.
We see then that we have the powers of sense (the power to touch, to taste, to smell, to hear, to see); further, we have
the power to discern these sensations one from the other, to imagine, to remember; to love, to hate, to move ourselves

Please skip to next topic….

Lesson 2 The Causes of Life
Is matter the primary cause of life?
It is possible to be able to say what a thing is (that is, give a working definition), and yet not be able to say what its
causes are (that is, what makes it what it is). We are at this point with our discussion of life: we have seen in a general
way what life is (life is the power of self-movement in certain bodies). Now we must ask what the cause(s) of life
is/are.
Since all natural living things are made of matter, one might naturally think that if we could only find a special kind of
matter, we would have found the cause of all life. This shallow view is a very common temptation for modern man –
after having discovered that natural things are made of matter, we tend to try to explain everything we see in terms of
chemicals and their interactions. It is also a view that is found amongst men that deny any other causes, as we shall
soon see.

Chemistry is at work in living things
Even though we are studying biology, we below will give you a very brief introduction to chemistry. You must first
know the very basics of chemistry to see why it alone cannot explain the wonders of biology.
Chemical elements and compounds
Chemistry is the science that treats of the material composition of substances – whether alive or not. Chemists have
shown that all material things, including living substances, can indeed be reduced to one or more of 90 naturally
occurring elements. Elements are substances so simple that they cannot be any further broken down into different
substances. A few common elements that we experience are oxygen and nitrogen (almost always found as gases, and
we breathe them constantly), and carbon (the graphite in your pencil, as well as the diamond in an engagement ring).
All elements have the remarkable power of combining with other elements (of their own kind or different kinds) so as
to form various compounds. Compounds are substances composed of two or more elements. A burning log or a cake
baking are both examples of chemical combination – the cake is a compound of many, many simpler substances, while
burning is usually the combination of one or more elements with oxygen. The burning of magnesium (a metal) is a
process that combines two elements: magnesium and oxygen (from the air). These two elements are united to form a
new substance called magnesium oxide. This process is illustrated in Figure 2.1:
In all cases of chemical change, there is a
combining of elements or compounds (or
a separation of compounds) into new or
different substances.
Most of the
materials in the solid matter of the earth
are compounds.
The chemistry of living things
Plants and animals are also composed of a
few common elements united in very complex compounds. In the bodies of living
things, there are constant physical and
chemical changes connected with all lifeactivities. For example, foods that animals

Figure 2.1: The combustion of magnesium creates a new
substance (magnesium oxide)
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and plants consume, along with oxygen from the air, become involved in numerous changes in the living matter of
animal and plant bodies.
One of the most common compounds we know is also the primary constituent of living things – water (made of the
elements of oxygen and hydrogen). Careful investigations by chemistry has shown that the body of a higher animal
(e.g., a dog) is nearly 70% water. The human body is over 60% water. This water is derived from liquids we drink
and foods we eat. Potatoes contain about 78% water, milk 85%, tomatoes over 90%, apples over 80%, and lean meat
over 50%. Here is a simple experiment one can do to prove this:
Cut fresh leaves or pieces of stem from a healthy green plant. Also cut some slices of potato, apple, or tomato; these
will make interesting comparisons with the plant pieces. Weigh the plant pieces, as well as the fruit and vegetable
pieces with a good laboratory scale or a simple balance and write your results in an organized table like the one below.
(It is fine to weight all the pieces of one type of plant at the same time – do not try to weigh everything individually,
especially individual leaves!) Place everything in a warm, dry place (e.g., over a radiator, stove, lamp, or in sunlight).
When very dry, weigh each type of plant material again. The loss in weight represents approximately the amount of
water evaporated. What percentage of the original weight represented water?
If you are not familiar with calculating percentages, remember to divide the weight of the water lost by the original
weight of the plant material and then multiply by 100. Also, be careful with your table – you want to record the weight
that was lost (i.e. the difference between the original weight and the new weight) , not the new weight of the plant
material (which is the number that will show up on your scale) as this is the information that will help us determine
the percentage of water in each type of plant. A sample table is set up to help you below.
Plant Type

Original Weight

Weight of water lost

Percentage of water in the
plant type

Leaves (be sure to note
what kind)
Potato
Apple
Etc….

Because water is such a large part of living things, this explains why there is so little life in the desert. The element
carbon is also a prominent part of the solid substance of animals and plants. If a dead tree is burnt, a mass of black
matter remains, which we call charcoal, which is almost entirely carbon. Since carbon is especially abundant in animals
and plants, it must be also be found in the food that they consume.
Other mineral substances also enter into the composition of animals and plants: a chemist could prove by careful
analysis that the ashes from plants and animals contain calcium, sulfur, iron, potassium, sodium, and other elements.
These elements are all found in the soil, as well as in the water of lakes, rivers, and seas.

But chemistry alone cannot explain life
Please pay careful attention to the next section. These arguments get at the heart of huge debates between believers
(Catholics) and non-believers (atheists, agnostics, etc.)
First argument that chemistry alone is not sufficient to explain life
Let us suppose you had all the chemicals necessary for the physical matter of a living thing carefully set aside and
preserved in special drawers. If then you mixed them all together, could you get a living thing? To answer this, let us
examine first what chemistry can do. It is true that chemicals follow precise patterns (this is what the science of
chemistry is about), and they even follow these patterns when inside a living thing. In fact, living things could not
even exist without these patterns of chemistry; near the end of this book, you will begin to see a little how this works.

Please skip to next topic….



The soul is the first principle, because all other powers and principles within the living body stem from it.
(For example, the physical matter is also a principle, but it is not as important / perfect as the soul.)



Note also that the soul is an internal principle, as opposed to external (outside the living thing). This
distinction is important, because we do not want you to think that the soul is God. The external principle of
the soul is indeed God. God moves / directs / keeps the living thing in existence; yet God is external to the
living thing because He is not part of the living thing, whereas the soul is a part of and makes up the living
thing.

Therefore, whether there is a soul present or not is actually the key thing that determines if something is alive. How
do we know if it has a soul? We only know that something has a soul by observing its activities, particularly as
the body manifests them. This is what we were doing in the two paragraphs directly above. We started with the
things that the animal does and then recognized the necessity for the soul. This is the process of going from effect to
cause.
You may have heard the word ‘soul’ used when speaking of human beings, but never of lower animals and plants. If this sounds
strange to you, rest assured that good Catholic theologians and philosophers – especially St. Thomas Aquinas6 - show that plants
and beasts have souls. The souls of plants and lower animals are of course incomparably inferior to the immortal human soul,
made in the image and likeness of God, with intellect (power to reason) and free will, and which is infused directly by God at the
human being’s conception. Even so, it is impossible for anything to be alive without a soul – even the tiniest bacteria or insect has
a soul, strange as it sounds to modern ears.

Our knowledge of the soul is certain
Though it may seem strange to us, our knowledge of the invisible soul is very certain. Everyone experiences in himself
that he has a soul, and that the operations of the soul are in him. Just because we cannot imagine it, or know the best
words to describe it, we are not without certainty that it exists. A person might think that a soul is just a fantastic idea
contrived by old, superstitious philosophers, or that it really ought to be considered only in religion class. However,
these types of people usually deny there is any principle behind any life (except chemical combinations), and usually
claim that the order found in living things really has no principle at all. This is the same as saying that the
order/complexity in living things comes from nothing (or, at best, by chance). Nevertheless, if they admit that the
order is something real, they would have to say that there exists something (viz., order), which comes from nothing.
However, this makes no sense.
Here is an example. Let us say you have a couple free hours and you spend them making a sketch of the trees in your
backyard with colored pencils. You finish, and being quite satisfied, place the paper down on the table. That night,
your friend comes over and happens to see the drawing you just colored, and you ask him to guess who drew it. To
your surprise, he says, “What do you mean ‘who drew it’? I just found the paper like this with these colored marks.
No one drew it.” Confused, you ask, “But how did the paper become so beautiful?” He replies, “That is just the way
things are. On the other hand, it could be that some pencils moved themselves randomly, or the wind moved them in
such-and-such a way. In fact, because of the way the pigments are made nowadays, with that particular quantity of
different pigments on the paper, what you see is the only way the paper could possibly be.” At this point, you would
definitely know something is wrong with your friend: he is basically saying that the beauty and plan of your drawing
came from nothing. Nevertheless, it is absolutely obvious that the order on the paper needs to be explained by
something that itself first had order, and that first ‘something with order’ is you, the artist!
Likewise, how can the intricate order and beauty we see in living things (and we hope you will marvel about the order
and beauty of life as you use this textbook) come from no order? Therefore, there must be something that already has
order, for there to be an ordered, complex, useful living body. Order does not simply happen.

6

Summa Theologiae, Part 1, Qu. 78 - St. Thomas Aquinas, as well as in many of his other works.
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Where is the soul?
Part of the difficulty is that we cannot point to any one part of the animal or plant and say, “Look there - that is the
soul!” or “The soul is in the brain.” Nor can we point to the whole animal and say, “Now that is the soul!” However,
if you think about it, there are many things that you cannot “see” or point to, yet you still know they exist. When you
say that a man is courageous after he comes back from battle, what part of him are you pointing to there? Even when
you say something is true, is the truth something you can touch and feel? Often what we are most certain of are in
fact the hardest things to know with clarity, and therefore are the hardest things to describe with words.

Different levels of souls
The soul fits perfectly with the kind of matter (body) to which it gives life. Since there are clearly different levels of
life, there are also different levels of soul, which can be observed by the various powers that the soul manifests in the
body. If one power exists in this body that does not exist in another body, it is due to the presence of a different kind
of soul in the two bodies. Each kind of soul is like an ascending rung of a ladder, and each rung has a perfection higher
than the last. Also like the latter, the higher types of souls include the perfections of the lower, just as the total height
of the rung includes the heights of the lower rungs.
The lowest soul is the vegetative soul. This is the soul of the body that can take in food, grow, maintain an internal
environment, and reproduce. Plants have this kind of soul.
The next higher kind, the sensitive soul, has the same powers as the vegetative soul,
but in addition, it is the cause of the living thing being able to sense with its sense
organs. All animals other than human beings have this kind of soul. Even amongst
these lower animals, there seem to be many differences in souls. For example, it
seems very clear that a dog or cat can experience anger, fear, sorrow, joy, happiness,
and other such passions and emotions. On the other hand, it is less clear that a snail
has any of these experiences – you can keep poking its antennae, and it merely curls
them up for a few seconds, only to roll them out again and continue on its away. Its
countenance does not even seem to have the ability to express sadness or excitement
the way that a dog’s can.
The highest kind of soul is the rational soul, which mankind has. The human soul
includes the powers of all the lower kinds of souls, but it is also able to reason and
think.
Immortality of the human soul: knowable by Faith and by reason
A dog soul cannot exist apart from its body. After death, its immaterial soul ceases
to exist, and the dog in no way exists anymore (sad to say for us pet lovers).

Figure 2.4: There is a
clear hierarchy that
distinguishes the
different types of souls

We know however that each human soul is immortal and will exist forever: our
Catholic Faith teaches this. But what is little known is that good philosophy also teaches this – in other words, it can
be proven by human reason alone (even without the aid of supernatural revelation) that the soul is immortal! There
lived in Greece a brilliant philosopher named Aristotle (384 B.C. to 322 B.C). Even though he was not a Catholic (he
lived before Our Lord, and never knew Him), yet Aristotle was so wise and intelligent that some 1500 years after he
died, the Catholic Church’s greatest theologian – St. Thomas Aquinas – eagerly read Aristotle’s writings. St. Thomas,
in his many beautiful treaties, makes heavy use of Aristotle’s wisdom and reasoning to help explain Sacred Theology.
He calls Aristotle “The Philosopher” – quite a compliment coming from the brilliant and saintly St. Thomas Aquinas!

Further, many popes since St. Thomas’ time have recommended the writings of St. Thomas – an indirect compliment
to Aristotle, as well.
In a beautiful work called the De Anima (that is, “On the Soul”), Aristotle points out that although we can reason and
think about abstract concepts (“universals”), yet there is no physical organ in the body that could account for this
abstract power. This, he says, is a sign of the human soul’s ability to exist apart from the body, and thus, its
immortality. (St. Thomas Aquinas wrote a wonderful work called the Commentary on the De Anima of Aristotle,
explaining and approving of Aristotle’s argument from reason.)
Thus, after death the human soul continues to exist separately from the (now decaying) body in the grave. Yet God
created man as “a creature, composed of body and soul”, as our catechism tells us. Thus the body and soul are meant
to be joined together, since they need one another to function; not only does the body depend upon the soul, but the
soul also depends upon the body. Without God somehow providing, the human soul without the body would be able
to do nothing, since the intellect (knowing power of the soul) depends on the brain in certain ways in order to aid it in
thinking about things.
So how do the souls of those who have died function while being apart from their body? Our Faith teaches that God
provides for this temporary separation, and that there are indeed countless human souls right now, existing separated
from their bodies – some in heaven, some in hell, and some in purgatory. Each of these souls will finally be reunited
with their bodies at the Final Judgement, and the re-composed man will live forever with body and soul reunited.
It is interesting to see how much even a study like biology touches upon the Faith. However, in this book, which is a
study of the natural world, everything we say and discover about the soul will be purely about what we can know by
our senses and reason – in other words, we will not be speculating on the supernatural, or the activity of the soul after
death, since we can gain this knowledge from our Faith. Instead, we are interested in what we can learn purely by the
natural faculties God has given us.

Please skip to next topic….

UNIT II: Animals
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Overview of the
Powers of Animal Life

Lesson 4 Animal Intelligence
We said in the last lesson that we will begin with a study of animals, since we know ourselves best, and animals are
most like us. Again, we claim that starting with what we already know and then moving from there to things just
beyond our limit of knowledge, is the best natural order: knowledge can only come from existing knowledge.
So, we begin by considering ourselves.

The greatest human power
Which power of ours seems to be most uniquely human? Is it our ability to see? To hear? To move from place to
place? We claim that none of these is most uniquely human, since it is obvious that many lower animals possess some
or all of these – in fact, in many cases, they seem to possess even more acute sense powers than we do. We see dogs’
keen sense of smell and hearing, and notice birds of prey hunting small prey from high in the sky, with their incredible
vision. There are other animals such as dolphins and chimpanzees that possess not only great sense powers, but also
the ability to solve simple problems, as we shall see.
Another way to find the answer to this question is to ask it in a different way. If one of your powers were to be taken
away from you, would you most hate to lose the power of touch, hearing, sight, smell, taste, movement, or thought?
Which is the power you would most miss, the last power you would ever give away? While the first selections that
might occur to us are sight or hearing, yet consider a moment. What is the ability you are using right now to ponder
this very question? Would not the worst pain be the loss of reason – the inability to think? As unpleasant as it would
be to be blind, deaf, or even completely paralyzed in bed, yet try to imagine life without the ability to think! We cannot
even imagine it. The ability to reason is what it means to be human, what makes us human. Without the ability to
think, life would be unthinkable (pardon the pun).
As stated above, it is not within the realm of the science of biology to study the human intellect – the part of the soul
that allows us to think. Our intellect comes to know new truths through a process called reasoning. (Do you remember
the syllogism process described in the last chapter?) Humans are called therefore called rational animals, while we
call all other animals irrational animals.

“Intelligence” in the higher animals
Given that reasoning / thinking is the most uniquely human ability, we begin our study of animals by investigating
animal behavior that is sometimes called “intelligent” – that is, behavior which most seems to most resemble our ability
to think. Now, which animals come to your mind when you hear “intelligent”? Your personal experience may have
been successfully training dogs to ‘obey’ commands such as sit, bark, stay, etc. You may have also watched videos or
read about animal “intelligence” capabilities.
The following examples might, at first sight, suggest that some animals also possess the very thing that makes us
human: reasoning power. Some even seem to display human feelings. However, as we shall see, despite the fascinating
abilities that animals have, they do not come close to matching human beings in either of these regards.



The Latin word ‘ratio’ has many meanings, but one is “reason, judgement, or understanding”
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Lesson 5 Animal Ignorance
A lesson from Fabre – Instinct’s limitations
After marveling at the power and wisdom of instinct, now Fabre tells us of its limitations:

The Ignorance of Instinct
The Sphex has just shown us with what infallible, transcendent art she acts,
guided by the unconscious inspiration of instinct. She will now show how
poor she is in resources, how limited in intelligence, and even illogical in
cases which are somewhat out of her usual line. By a strange contradiction
(characteristic of the instinctive faculties), deep science [knowledge] is
associated with ignorance just as deep. Nothing is impossible to instinct,
however great be the difficulty. For example, the bee constructs her
Figure 5.1: The geometry
hexagonal cells with their floor of three lozenge-shaped pieces. In doing
of a single honeycomb cell
so, the bee solves, with absolute precision, the arduous problems of
maximum and minimum. Man would need a powerful, mathematical mind
User:Iseeaboar [CC BY-SA 3.0
to do the same. Wasps, whose larvae live on prey, have methods in their
(https://creativecommons.org/lice
nses/by-sa/3.0)], via Wikimedia
murderous art hardly equaled by those of a man versed in the most delicate
Commons
mysteries of anatomy and physiology. Nothing is difficult to instinct so
long as the action moves in the unchanging groove allotted to the
animal, but, again, nothing is easy to instinct if the action deviates from it. The very insect which amazes
us and alarms us by its high intelligence will, a moment later, astonish us by its stupidity when faced with some
fact extremely simple, but not within its usual habits. The Sphex will offer an example.
Let us follow her dragging home an ephippiger. If fortune favor us, we may be present at a little scene which
I will describe. On entering the shelter under a rock where the burrow is made, the Sphex finds, perched on a
blade of grass, a carnivorous insect which, under a most sanctimonious aspect hides the morals of a cannibal.
[Fabre jokingly calls the praying mantis
‘sanctimonious’, which means prayerful/holy
because, when not attacking, a mantis’ arms are held
together and folded, as we do in prayer. He calls it a
cannibal because mantises will eat each other.] The
danger threatened by this bandit in ambush on her
path must be known to the Sphex, for she leaves her
game and runs bravely at the Mantis to administer
some sharp blows and dislodge, or at all events,
alarm and inspire it with respect. It does not move,
but closes its deadly weapons - the two terrible saws
of the arm and forearm. The Sphex returns to her
prey, harnesses herself to the antennas, and passes
audaciously under the blade of grass where the
Mantis sits. From the direction of her head one can
Figure 5.2: The praying mantis, calmly munching
see that she is on her guard, and is holding the enemy
on some prey
motionless under her threatening eyes. Such courage
is duly rewarded; the prey is stored without further
www.pixabay.com
misadventure.
Public Domain Dedication (CC0)

We return to the Sphex, with whose burrow we must
make acquaintance before going further. It is made
of fine sand, or rather in the fine dust at the bottom of a natural shelter. Its passage is very short-an inch or
two without a turn, leading into a single spacious oval chamber, and all is a rude, hastily made den, rather than
a dwelling hollowed with art and leisure. I have already said that the captured prey, left for a brief moment or
two where it was hunted, is the cause of the simplicity of this abode and of there being but one chamber or cell
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From these considerations, we may draw out a definition of instinct. Instinct is an innate knowledge that directs
the animal to act and react in particular circumstances, for the sake of its own preservation, or the preservation
of the species.

Learning in Animals
Though instinct is not itself learned, there are certain things that animals can learn, by associating an arbitrary sensation
with something else that causes pain or pleasure. This is called classical conditioning. In the early 1900’s, the Russian
Ivan Pavlov conducted experiments with dogs. He noticed that the dogs salivated in the presence of their dinner – but
strangely, they also began to drool in the presence of the lab technicians that fed them.
This caused him to wonder if he could teach them to associate a neutral signal  with their food. To conduct his
experiment, when he fed the dogs he also rang a bell. After repeating this procedure enough times, one day he rang
the bell, but this time did not give the dogs their meat. The sound of the bell was enough for them to salivate, showing
that they had associated the sound of the bell with their food.

Figure 5.5: Pavlov’s Dog
CNX OpenStax [CC BY 4.0 (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0)]
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/f/ff/Figure_45_07_07.jpg

However, drooling is a non-spontaneous (or involuntary) stimulus in response to food; is it also possible for an animal
to learn a spontaneous behavior? If you have ever taught a dog how to sit, you probably already know the answer is
yes!
The learning of this type of behavior in animals is called operant conditioning. For example, in the original
experiments conducted by B.F. Skinner, a rat was placed in a box with a lever. If the rat pressed the lever, food was
dispensed (a reward). The hungry rat quickly learned to press the lever, a behavior that it would not normally do in



inborn; present at birth; not learned
When we hear the word ‘knowledge’ here, we must keep in mind that we are not speaking of reasoned and speculative knowledge
(which is obtained by putting together premises and conclusions, about universal truth; e.g. “Love is blind.” or “Do unto others
what you would want them to do to you.”); rather, we are speaking of a how-to-do knowledge, and even sense awareness. For,
even the simplest animal can obtain knowledge through its senses.

A signal that is not normally associated with an object, as odor is normally associated with food

Spontaneous behavior often conjures up an image of someone abandoning the cares of everyday living to go off on an adventure,
but that is not quite the image we want here. In this case, we are using the word spontaneous in a very specific sense – that of a
behavior that is not simply an instinctive physiological response (like salivating or shivering) but is not strictly voluntary either (as
animals do not have “willpower” in the same sense that we would understand the word of a human being).
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Lesson 10

Animal Senses Overview: Touch

The sense of touch (somatosensory)
What do we mean by the sense of ‘touch’?
Most people probably think of the fingers when they hear
the ‘sense of touch’. This may be because the verb touch is
transitive, making us think of actively reaching out and
‘touching something’. Yet touch can often be passive. We
experience sensation from objects around us that make
physical contact without our intention almost every
moment. Passive sensations of touch occur when our
clothes rest on our skin, when the dog sticks his wet nose
on our arm, or even when we feel the soft flow of air from
a light breeze. Therefore, our activity or passivity does not
determine whether a sensation qualifies as ‘touch’ – it is the
physical experience we have when we make contact with
an object, or when an object makes contact with us, that
determines the classification of the sensation.

Figure 10.1: This distorted little man was an
attempt in the 1930s to model the sensitivity of the
human body. Thus, the hands, lips, and tongue,
which give us a large amount of feedback, are
huge compared to the torso and legs.
Modified from Mpj29 [CC BY-SA 4.0
(https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0)], Wikimedia
Commons

Does touch only mean physical contact? What about
temperature, texture, and pressure? We cannot even
conceive of touch without these additional sensations – try to think of separating the idea of the sensation of petting
your dog (strictly as a perception of contact) from your sense of the softness of his fur and the warmth of his body. We
do not know what pure contact would feel like without these other sensations! Our sense of touch therefore includes
pain, pressure, vibrations, temperature, and texture.
Internal senses?
If you turn your neck around to the side, at some point, the pain of turning will become very uncomfortable, and you
will realize, “that’s it! I can move no farther.” Yet nothing ‘touched’ your skin. This is a sort of internal experience
that gives you sensory information – in this case, a sense of pain from trying to stretch muscles beyond their capability.
Other common internal experiences include hunger, thirst, headaches, fatigue, chest pains, intestinal cramps, and many
others.
These sorts of internal experiences give rise to the modern opinion that Aristotle was wrong in claiming that we have
only five senses. These modern dissenters claim that besides the five external senses, we have many internal senses.
Sometimes they also claim that the sense of touch should be subdivided into the (multiple) senses of heat, cold, pain,
pressure, etc. Here is one author: “Five [is] obviously just not enough to account for the huge range of sensory

possibilities of which the human species is capable; seventeen senses is probably a more accurate count.”24
Others claim 20 or even more senses! However, it is more reasonable to retain Aristotle’s idea of five, especially if
we understand touch as a mechanical sense. Sight is our way to receive light, hearing our way to receive sound, and
smell is our way to receive chemical stimuli. Taste overlaps with smell, as we have seen; both are receiving chemical
stimuli from the environment, but since taste deals specifically with that which we consume for our nourishment (and
is ordered to helping us make appropriate distinctions between what is food and what is poison) it is distinct enough to
warrant a separate sense (especially as there is a specific, distinct organ involved in our reception of that sense).
Nevertheless, everything that we have just described above about internal senses falls under the category of our

24

Rivlin & Gravelle (1984) Deciphering the Senses : The Expanding World of Human Perception
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reception of mechanical stimuli – that is, we perceive physical changes such as physical contact or changes in pressure,
and we call this our sense of touch. This applies whether we are sensing an internal physical phenomenon, like
overstretching our muscles, or an external physical phenomenon, like the light-pressure touch of petting a dog.
How important is the sense of touch?
Imagine for a moment life without touch, and always having to use your other senses to figure out what is happening
around you. If you tried to pick up something without looking at it, you would have no idea whether or not you touched
the right object or if it slipped and fell out of your hand. You would have to watch your hands all the time to make
sure they are doing what they are supposed to. Walking would be even more difficult. Imagine having to watch each
leg take a step to make sure your legs were moving like they should be. Also, recall a time you stepped on something
sharp – most likely, your initial experience of pain kept you from putting the entirety of your weight on that foot.
Imagine if you had no initial sense of pain, and stepped on something sharp. You would likely impale your foot! In
fact, these sorts of experiences can occur to individuals who have peripheral neuropathies, or damage to the nerves
in their arms, hands, legs, and/or feet.
While you may never have experienced anything as intense as the above description, you probably do not have to
entirely imagine the absence of the sense of touch, for at some point in your life, you have probably experienced the
temporary condition known as having “a limb fall asleep”, or technically, paresthesia. In this condition, a part of the
body – often an arm or leg – feels a very strange and uncomfortable numbness,
but at the same time, countless tiny pains as if being pricked in many spots. This
can be caused, for example, by sleeping with one’s arm underneath the weight of
the body for too long, causing decreased blood flow to the nerves. If this happens
to a leg, it is almost impossible to walk normally or even to stand for some minutes
after the sensation begins, as the nerves are not responding properly and the
muscles cannot be activated in the correct way. In this state you are deprived of
your external sense of touch (but not entirely of your internal sense, as you can at
least still feel the ‘pins and needles’), and as such it can be very difficult to navigate
your surroundings! It is truly amazing how much information we receive about
the world through our sense of touch, although it is one of the least-discussed
senses.
The importance of the sense of touch is very vividly brought to light when considering the
courageous life of St. Damien of Molokai. This heroic Catholic priest, vivified by true
Charity, knew it meant certain death when he volunteered for the mission his bishop
proposed: to serve the lepers on the Hawaiian island of Molokai. When he arrived in 1864,
he found the colony filthy, short of supplies, and the people depressed and very immoral.
He slowly labored to teach the lepers the Catholic Faith and raise their morals, spirits, and
level of living. In addition to causing living tissue to literally rot away, leprosy damages the
sensory nerves (the organs of touch in the skin) so that they cannot register pain. This
leaves the extremities of hands and feet vulnerable to burns and injuries that can result in
loss of fingers, toes, hands and feet. Since the people could not feel pain when they injured
themselves by cuts or by burning, they sometimes only became aware when they smelled
their flesh burning or saw blisters. This is in fact how Father Damien himself discovered he
had leprosy: one day he felt no pain after inadvertently putting his feet into scalding water,
and only noticed blisters afterwards. He died of leprosy in 1889, and entered into his eternal
reward.

Figure 10.2: Father
Damien, after he contracted
leprosy by working with
the lepers on Molokai
William Brigham [Public domain],
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipe
dia/commons/2/27/Father_Damien
%2C_photograph_by_William_Brig
ham.jpg

How does touch work?
We notice with the other four senses that there is a particular organ of sensation (or a pair of them). With the sense of
touch however, is this the case? Where is this sense in your body? Is there any area of your skin in which you seem
to have no sense of touch? It seems to cover the entire surface of the body. However, as shown with the distorted
figure in the image at the beginning of this lesson, not all areas of the skin are equally sensitive.

It is clear then that within our skin must be some organs of sensation. We can feel light touches, pressures (pokes),
cuts, heat, and cold on our skin. It turns out that are three distinct layers of skin tissue, and we will study them in an
upcoming lesson. It is then that we will discuss in more detail exactly how the specific receptors for touch work. For
now, we will consider the skin itself as our main organ of touch (as least as regards our external sense of touch). You
can perform this simple experiment to investigate a bit how sensitive your sense of touch is.
You will need another person for this experiment. Create a 2 -pronged tool by unbending a jumbo paper clip and then
re-shaping it into a "U" shape with two sides that are the same length, and with points that are about 1/2" apart. Have
the other person close his eyes. Using the tips of the paper clip, touch either one or both prongs (simultaneously) to
his fingertip. Can he distinguish whether there are one or two prongs touching him? Repeat with the subject's hand,
arm, and upper back. Variation: Try experimenting with making the tips of the paperclip further apart or closer
together. How does this change the subject’s ability to distinguish between one point and two? If you keep a careful
table of your observations, this can be an excellent lab!

We feel objects that physically contact the skin without any medium. The object is in direct contact with the organ of
sensation. This is the same for internal senses of pain or pressure – the source of the sensation is in direct contact with
our nerve endings that sense these mechanical stimuli. Is this also the case for cold and heat? If we touch an object
and sense it to be cold or hot, there is no medium here either. We are still in immediate physical proximity with the
object whose temperature we are sensing. What about when we sense warmth from a campfire? In this case also, there
is really no medium – the campfire creates heat as it burns, which heats up the air around us. This warm air directly
touches our skin, and so it is the warm air that we sense and not the campfire itself. (You can, however, sense the heat
of the fire directly, but you would experience a very severe burn!) There is nothing “between” our skin and the warm
air, so there is still no medium. What of the case when we sense the warmth of the sun? Here, it is radiated energy
traveling directly from the sun (93 million miles away!), but the principle is the same as the campfire. We are again
directly sensing the air that is warmed by the radiation of the sun.
While touch is the earliest sense we seem to “make sense of” as babies and the most ubiquitous sense in our lives
(indeed, our common sense often allows us to ignore many sensations of touch – as you were ignoring the touch of
your clothing until you read about it earlier in the chapter), it is the least understood of all the senses. This is probably
due in part to the fact that while the other senses have specific organs that are dedicated to the reception of the stimuli,
touch is received by the largest organ in the body (the skin) and can be both internal and external. This makes it very
hard to pin down the material causes of the sense of touch! So for our initial discussion of this sense, we must almost
entirely rely on what our common experience tells us is true, without being able to add much of a technical nature.
The fact that the skin is the primary organ of touch is why this sense is also called the somatosensory sense – this is a
technical way to say that we experience this sense all over our bodies, and not just in one specific place or sense organ.
The sense of touch can be damaged or lost
We can damage our organs of the sense of touch by prolonged exposure to extreme temperatures. When exposed to
extreme cold, the skin actually freezes. There are three degrees of cold injury: frost nip, superficial frostbite, and deep
frostbite.




With frost nip, the skin may appear white, waxy, and cold. After rewarming the affected area with warm water,
the frostbitten area may turn red and peel like a sunburn.
With superficial frostbite, the skin may be numb and feel hard to the touch, or even stay indented after being
poked.
With deep frostbite, the skin may appear white and be frozen solid, but it will later die and turn black.
Permanent damage is possible depending on how long and how deeply the tissue was frozen. In severe cases,
blood flow to the area may stop, and blood vessels, muscles, nerves, tendons, and bones may be permanently
damaged. If the frozen tissue dies, the affected area may even need to be amputated (cut away / cut off).
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Toes and fingers are the parts of the body most likely to experience injury from cold, as the extremities of the body
change temperature more quickly than the parts that are more central. Long-term effects of cold injury include
increased sensitivity to cold, numbness, stiffness and pain in the affected area.
On the other extreme, most of us at some point have burned our skin any number of ways: by dry heat (such as fire or
a hot burner), wet heat (such as steam or hot liquids), friction (such as a carpet burn), or overexposure to the sun.
Similar to the three degrees of frostbite, there are three degrees of burns, increasing in severity, called first, second,
and third degree burns. These names correspond to the level of skin tissue damaged (since, as we have just mentioned,
skin has three layers) and the higher degrees result in more permanent damage.
The use of the senses has eternal consequences
Since this is a Catholic biology book, it is therefore not out of place to make short mention that
the improper use of the sense of touch can, and has, eternally damned countless souls. In what
is probably the most famous of her many apparitions, the Blessed Virgin Mary – the Mother of
God and the Queen of Heaven – appeared at Fatima, Portugal. In 1919, she told Jacinta – one
of the three visionary children, “More souls go to Hell because of sins of the flesh than for
any other reason.” The nine year old knew what Our Lady meant by ‘Hell’, for just a few years
before (1917), the Blessed Mother had shown these same three children a frightful vision of Hell,
which so distressed and motivated them, that thenceforth they lived lives of amazing and heroic
sacrifice and self-denial for sinners.
There are great dangers that come from wanton indulgence of our sense of touch; this is true
even when the experience is not directly involved in any violations of the sixth or ninth
commandments, but is only concerned with delighting in softness, ease, and comfort. The more technology has advanced (bringing
with it much ease and comfort), the more the vice of effeminacy has grown in modern culture.
St. John of the Cross (1542-1591), a Doctor of the Church, wrote some very strong words concerning touch, which we think are
worth repeating here: “Enjoyment in the touch of soft objects foments* more numerous and pernicious kinds of harm, and by it the
senses more quickly pervert the spirit and extinguish its vigor and strength. The consequence is the abominable vice of effeminacy...
This joy foments lust; it makes the spirit cowardly and timid, and the senses flattering, honey-mouthed, disposed towards sin, and
causing harm.”
Understandably, the Church is very concerned with the senses in her sacraments. In the
beautiful, Traditional Catholic form of the sacrament of Extreme Unction, the priest anoints
one after another, the ears, nose, mouth, hands, and feet of the very sick or dying person,
while saying, “By this holy anointing and by His most tender mercy may the Lord forgive you
all the evil you have done through the power of hearing … through the sense of smell …
through the sense of taste and the power of speech … through the sense of touch … through
the ability to walk.” In this way, the Church leaves none of the senses out as the person
prepares to enter intoeternity.

*

to encourage or stir up
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Lesson 12

A General Overview of the
Human Body

So far, we have studied the highest powers of the soul of animals: instinct and sensation. To appreciate the beauty and
order of living bodies, we must not just stop here. We also want to become more familiar with the different organs in
the living body, which are there for the sake of the operations we just studied. Presumably, the structure of the body’s
parts is not haphazard, but is formed that way in order for the animal as a whole to carry out its functions.
We especially want to come to know our own body, because we know the most about ourselves. Then we can build
on this familiar knowledge to better know things about animals that are unfamiliar. A major justification for including
the study of man as part of Biology is found in the fact that the human body in its structure and functions is remarkably
like that of animals (the higher forms in particular). In the body of man are the same organs as in many higher animals,
and the organs of man and the beasts are closely alike even in microscopic details. This similarity also appears when
comparing man with still lower animals. All of the characteristics of living things already studied in Chapter One
apply to the human body, for it is a living mechanism which performs all the functions necessary for life. In other
words, we study man as part of Biology inasmuch as he is subject to the same rules and characteristics that are common
to all animal life. We will see later how this unity of living things is a marvelous design implemented by the Creator
for our good and the good of the created order itself.
At the same time, man has all the same life activities as plants and animals do, but under a different aspect. Man’s
biological life activities are ordered to what he has over and above the animals: his reason. Though some animals may
have better sense organs than us, our sense organs are more perfect in the sense that they can share in the intellectual
nature of man by being subordinated to it. Thus they come under the dominion of reason, which is by nature more
perfect than our senses. Since animals are irrational,
their instincts, no matter how marvelous, cannot reach
the level of perfection of a single action by a human
being, whose actions are ordered to the perfection of his
intellect.
However, like the rest of the animals, man’s lifeactivities take place by means of certain activities in the
cells. These are in the tissues (epithelial, connective,
muscular, and nervous) which are composed of groups
of cells that are designed to all carry out the same
functions. The tissues are arranged to form organs, and
the organs arranged to form organ systems – and it is
with these organs and systems that we will concern
ourselves in this chapter in order to better understand the
nature of both man and animal.

Organization in the human body
There are twelve primary organ systems in man. Some
biology textbooks come up with a slightly different
number because, as we will see, it is sometimes difficult
to determine where one system ends and another begins!
The systems are all extremely interconnected. While we
will study this interconnectivity, it is important to start

Figure 12.1: The relationship between cells,
tissues, organs, and organ systems
Sunshineconnelly at English Wikibooks. [CC BY 2.5
(https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.5)]
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/b/bc/Anatomy_
and_physiology_of_animals_forming_digestive_systems.jpg

with a brief explanation of the distinctions between the systems and their different functions. Our discussion will then
move to the general internal anatomy of man with respect to his organs, and finally the various types of tissue that form
the organs. In this way, we will move from what is likely more familiar to what is less familiar, and build the foundation
for our knowledge of human anatomy and physiology.
A brief overview of organ systems
1) The integumentary system separates the body from the world at large and protects the body as a first line
of defense against harmful substances and invading microorganisms. It is composed of skin, hair, and nails.
2) The skeletal system supports the body and provides its basic framework. It is composed of bones and
ligaments.
3) The muscular system enables the body to move. It consists of three different types of muscles.
4) The digestive system allows the body to absorb nutrients from food. It is composed of the mouth, esophagus,
stomach, and intestines, as well as a variety of organs that provide these main organs with necessary enzymes
and fluids.
5) The circulatory system functions in bringing oxygen and nutrients to various parts of the body, as well as
the removal of wastes from these same parts. It is composed of the heart, arteries, veins, and blood.
6) The lymphatic system works with both the circulatory system and the immune system to clean the blood
and other body tissues, as well as maintain appropriate water pressure throughout the body (an important
part of homeostasis). It consists of lymph vessels and lymph nodes.
7) The respiratory system is the body’s system for taking in oxygen from the environment, and is closely
linked to the circulatory system. It is composed of the nose, mouth, and lungs.
8) The nervous system provides the body with the ability to sense and coordinates the muscular system so that
the body can produce coordinated motions (rather than random irregular ones). It is composed of the brain,
spinal cord, and nerves.
9) The excretory system allows the body to rid itself of liquid and dissolved wastes. It is composed of the
kidneys and bladder.
10) The endocrine system produces hormones that regulate the activity of a number of different body process,
and most of the various systems of the body. It consists of a number of small glands that are located
throughout the body.
11) The immune system protects the body against invasion of any infectious organisms. Like the endocrine
system, it is composed of many small organs and even individual cells that are scattered throughout the body.
12) The reproductive system is the collection of organs that work together to produce and nurture offspring.
We will not be covering the specific anatomy of the human reproductive system, as this topic is best broached
by someone who knows you well (usually your parents) and at a time that is most appropriate for each
individual soul.

An overview of internal structure
Anatomy is the study of the structure of the body, while physiology is the study of how the structures in the body
perform their functions. It is important, therefore, to have some understanding of anatomy before we study physiology.
The human body consists of head, trunk, and limbs. The trunk is composed of the chest (or thorax) and the belly (or
abdomen). You may recall both alternative terms from our description of the ephippiger and the sphex in Lesson 4.
The arms are the upper (or anterior) limbs; the legs are the lower (or posterior) limbs. When we compare the limbs
(arms to legs) we see that the thigh of the leg corresponds in structure to the upper arm, the shin/calf to the forearm,
the ankle to the wrist, and the toes to the fingers. In this way, though we do not have perfect symmetry between the
arm and the leg, we do see that there is some symmetry of form and function.
The scientific definition of symmetry is somewhat lackluster: it means to be made up of mirror-image parts that are
arranged facing each other across an axis (known as the axis of symmetry). We see this quality in many things in
nature, and it is often associated with beauty and harmony. In fact, the colloquial (or everyday) definition of symmetry
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Lesson 13

Skin, Bones, and Muscles

We will begin our study of specific human systems with the most basic units of structure and function: our skin (which
encloses and protects our bodies), our skeleton (which gives our bodies their characteristic shape) and our muscles
(which also provide shape to the body, but more importantly allow us to have the power of motion).

Skin: The integumentary system
The surface of the skin looks scaly as seen under a strong lens. These scales are dried cells, which make up the
epidermis or the external layer of the skin. This layer is thin and semi-transparent. The epidermis has the same
relationship to the rest of the skin as the rough bark of a tree does to the cambium, or living bark. The epidermis
has no perceptible nerves or blood vessels; if it is cut or scraped, no pain will be felt and no fluid will ooze
from it. This is why you may sometimes not notice when you first get a splinter in your skin, but become aware
of it later as the sharp point digs into the layer of skin below the epidermis.
You can also prove the truth of the above statement about nerves in the epidermis by scratching your nail gently but
firmly along the back of your hand. If your epidermis were very sensitive, even this light abrasion would be painful.
Repeat the same process on your palm and note the difference in sensation. This occurs because your palm has more
nerve endings than the back of your hand. However, the skin on the palm is significantly thicker than on the back of the
hand, which also contributes to a lessening of the pain you would otherwise feel.
Examine your skin using strong magnifying lens or a dissection scope. The surface should appear scaly. These scales
are epidermal cells, and form the bulk of the outer layer of the skin.

A microscopic section of skin would show that the
scaly cells at the surface of the skin are many layers
thick. The epidermis varies in thickness on different
parts of the body – from the thin, delicate skin upon
the internal flexions of the joints (such as inside your
elbow or behind your knee) to the thickened covering
of the soles of the feet. The greater thickness of the
epidermis of the palms of the hands and soles of the
feet is clearly the intentional work of the Creator; for
it is observed in infants, even at birth, before exercise
can have had any influence on the development of the
body.

Figure 13.1: Layers of the skin
National Cancer Institute, Don Bliss (illustrator)
https://visualsonline.cancer.gov/details.cfm?imageid=4604

At the bottom of the epidermis, there are several rows
of rounded or cuboidal cells, which are usually
brightly stained in slides that are made from tissue
sections. These are the living cells, while the hard
scaly ones at the surface are dead. The dead cells at
the surface are continually wearing off, and the deeper
living cells are forming new cells by division, which
are then pushed toward the surface. In this way, the
surface of the skin is continually renewed. This
renewal is not painful, because the skin cells that are
lost have already died.
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Do these two quick experiments to observe the contraction and
relaxation of muscles:
First, gently grip the arm midway between the shoulder and elbow
using the thumb and fingers of the opposite hand. When the arm is
bent, the inside muscle will become prominent (contracted), while
the muscle on the opposite side will become limp (relaxed). Extend
the arm at the elbow (very gently past perfectly straight), and the
outside muscle will swell and become firm, while the inside muscle
will be relaxed.
Then grip the forearm about three inches below the elbow while
opening and closing the fingers rapidly. You should be able to feel
the swelling and relaxation of the muscles on the opposite sides of
the arms, alternating with each other and corresponding with the
movement of the fingers. While the fingers are bending, the inside
muscles swell, and the outside ones become limp; and, while the
fingers are extending, the inside muscles relax, and the outside ones
swell.
The alternate swelling and relaxation of opposing muscles may be
felt in the different movements of the limbs throughout the body.
Try to see what else you can discover!

Figure 13.8: Human skeleton (posterior
view) showing overlaid muscles
Modified from Piotr Siedlecki
(publicdomainpictures.net)
https://www.needpix.com/photo/download/1533348/
human-anatomy-back-muscles-bones-greybackground-human-anatomy-free-pictures

In structure, a muscle is composed of bundles of fibers of varying
size. These are enclosed in a membranous sheath, similar to the way
that the bones are covered with the protective periosteum. Every
bundle is composed of a number of small fibers, and each fiber consists of a number of filaments, each of which is
enclosed in its own delicate sheath. Toward the extremity of the muscle, the tissue becomes more tightly associated
and is modified to become a tendon. Tendons serve as connective tissue by which the muscle is tied to the surface of
the bone. The union is so firm that under extreme pressure the bone will sooner break than permit the tendon to separate
from its attachment!
Using an uncooked chicken leg (preferably with the skin still attached) and kitchen shears or a scalpel, you can readily
see some key features of muscles. Though we are here studying the human body, we ha ve already mentioned the key
resemblances in structure between the higher animals and ourselves. We will take advantage of these similarities in
this lab exercise. (You may prefer to wear gloves for this exercise, as it can be messy!)
First, note the distinctive texture of the chicken skin. You should feel numerous bumps where the feathers were once
attached. You may have already guessed that these bumps on bird skin give rise to the term “goose bumps.” Carefully
detach the skin from the leg. This may prove more technically difficult than you expect! Underneath the skin are
pinkish-red muscles and whitish-yellow fat tissue.
The chicken leg is composed of multiple muscles. Try to separate each one from the bone, making sure to follow it all
the way to the extremity where it attaches to the skeleton. At these extremities of the muscles, you should see a
thickened white structure; these are the tendons. Note that they are both flexible but also very tough. Cut a muscle
in half lengthwise and another in half crosswise. If you use a strong hand lens, you may be able to see that the tissue
is quite fibrous (though you will not be able to see individual muscle fibers).
Ligaments are harder to see. Look for them where bone attaches to oth er bone. Once you have removed all the muscle
from the bone, you should be able to identify cartilage. This will look like bone, but be much softer than bone (you
can probably cut it with your scalpel without too much trouble; whereas bone cannot be cut in the same manner). If
you have very strong kitchen shears, you may be able to cut the bone and see the red marrow on the inside. Once you
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Lesson 14

The Digestive System

Overview of digestive organs
Probably the two activities of the human body with which we are most familiar are eating and breathing (especially
since both of these activities come under our conscious control, though this is the exception rather than the norm for
breathing). Moreover, these two activities are the basis of all the other processes occurring in the human body, even
at the cellular level. For these reasons, we shall specially consider the taking of foods and oxygen into the human body,
and in a later lesson we shall trace the changes of foods and oxygen in the body. This will lead us on to consider all
the essential life-activities.

Need of food
We must first consider the question: why do we need food? Someone may answer, “to keep ourselves alive,” but that
is a bit vague. In studying science, we want to know why and how food is used by our bodies so as to “keep the life
processes going.” There are three basic reasons why the body needs food: repair, growth, and energy.
Repair of wasted parts
A living human being is active in a number of ways, such as moving and breathing. These activities result in a loss of
weight in the body substance. In other words, the living body of the person is somewhat like a machine in that all
activity leads to wearing out. A new steam engine begins to wear out as soon as it is put into motion, and at last, every
working part, particle by particle, is worn away. Likewise, every organ of the body is continually wearing out or
wasting, for every living cell of the body is continually working. Now, it is evident from this that any lost substance
must be replaced by new substance, or the body will soon wear out completely and die.
As a concrete example, if you fall off your bike and skin your knee, your body needs to close the wound that has been
made; it needs to repair the worn out skin tissue. The new skin that grows over the cut must come from somewhere
outside the body (otherwise the body would be breaking down its own substance to effect repairs, and would not survive
for very long). The materials for this new skin (or any other repair) are supplied by the organism’s food. This is the
first reason it is necessary to eat.
Growth
In addition to materials for repair, food also supplies the materials required for growth, which means an increase in the
number of cells. (You will learn later why cells cannot simply just increase in size for our bodies to grow, but have to
increase in number.) Living bodies contain water, carbon, nitrogen, phosphorus, and many different ions and minerals.
For food to serve the purpose of making new living substance for growth and repair, it must contain such substances.
All of the chemical elements necessary for life must be found in at least some types of food. We use food material to
form and develop organs from within, using an interior principle of motion. This is a very important distinction
between living things and machines – a machine must be repaired or built up by an exterior principle of motion (such
as a repairman) while a living being is capable of repairing and building up its body itself.
Energy
The third reason that we require food is that it can be broken down to release the energy that is needed to power life
processes. This is particularly true of two important classes of molecules: carbohydrates and fats. These molecules
contain high-energy bonds that, when broken, allow the body to convert the food energy into a usable form of energy
called adenosine triphosphate, or ATP. An analogy may be helpful here. Think of food as you would think of coal
and ATP as you would think of electricity. In a power plant, coal must be burned to release usable energy in the form
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of electricity. You could not simply light up a lightbulb by putting it next to a piece of coal! The energy must be
converted into a form that can appropriately power the lightbulb. The same thing happens inside your body as the
energy stored in the chemical bonds is converted from one form to another. It is even correct to speak of “burning”
food (or burning calories) because the energy is released by the process of oxidation, or reacting the food with oxygen.
This will be explained in more detail in the lesson on the respiratory system.

Anatomy of the digestive system
The organs for the digestive system take up
the most space inside the body after the
muscles. In order to understand many
points concerning the work of the organs
that deal with food, we must first get a clear
idea of the general structure of the
alimentary canal and of its associated
organs, which secrete digestive fluids
(liver,
pancreas,
salivary
glands).
Therefore we must for a time turn aside
from considerations of function and study
the structures of these organs.
The Mouth
While looking into a mirror, shine a
flashlight into your mouth. (If you do not
have a flashlight, you can try this instead:
Turn your back to a window or a lamp, and
with a hand-mirror reflect the light into
your open mouth.) Notice the hard palate
forming the roof of the mouth cavity. At
the back of the mouth is the soft palate,
which separates the mouth cavity from the
post-nasal cavity; and this cavity in turn
communicates with the cavities of the
nose. Take short breaths and notice the
effect upon the soft palate. Touch your
tongue to the roof of the mouth and slowly
move it backward and forward until you
feel the shape, position, and texture of the
hard and soft palates. Press down upon the
tongue with the handle of a spoon, and
examine the small prolongation of the soft
palate, which touches the tongue when the
tongue is not depressed. This is the uvula.

Figure 14.1. Schematic drawing of the digestive system
Image by Clker-Free-Vector-Images from Pixabay
https://pixabay.com/vectors/digestive-system-human-digestion-41529/

The teeth
The first preparation of food for digestion begins with proper chewing, or mastication. The incisor teeth begin to
appear in children at six or eight months of age, and the full set of primary teeth is present after eighteen to twentyfour months. The loss or shedding of these, caused by the growth of new permanent teeth below the primary teeth,
occurs at various times between seven and twelve years of age. The permanent teeth begin to come in with the incisors
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hemisphere controls the left part of the body. The cerebrum coordinates different bits of sensory information and the
body’s reaction(s) to them. Within each hemisphere of the cerebrum, there are localized centers called lobes that
specialize in certain activities. The frontal lobe in particular is involved in decision-making and awareness of longterm consequences of our actions. This part of the brain does not mature fully until around age 25. (This is one of the
reasons that car rental companies often have special restrictions for renters who are younger than 25.) The occipital
lobe primarily processes visual input, while the parietal lobe processes taste, touch, spatial awareness (movement
through space), pain, and pressure. The temporal lobe is responsible for integrating memories with new input of
sights, tastes, smells, or sounds and is important in understanding and processing language.
Regions within these lobes (called cortexes) are further specialized. For example, the somatomotor cortex (toward
the posterior of the frontal lobe) controls voluntary movement, while the somatosensory cortex (the anterior region
of the parietal lobe) processes incoming sensory information. There are also smaller regions called association areas
that control very specific higher functions of the
body. For example, there are association areas that
control muscular movements involved in speech
(Broca’s area), as well as areas for hearing, taste,
smell, sight, touch, and voluntary movements of
various organs. This discovery of localized centers
in the cerebrum is already valuable to surgeons. For
instance, if a brain injury interferes with any of the
functions named above, the surgeon knows
approximately where to look for broken blood
vessels and other injuries.
Beneath the back part of the skull and just above the
neck lies the next largest part of the brain, the
cerebellum. This is the only part that does not have
a pair of lobes. The cerebellum is responsible for
causing muscles to work in definite and controlled
ways. This is the part of the brain that can learn
different and specific motor actions, such as playing
a violin or catching a ball.

Figure 17.5: Diagram of the left hemisphere of the
human brain
vectorized by Jkwchui [CC BY-SA 3.0
(https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0)]
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/d/d8/Cerebrum_lo
bes.svg

Beneath the cerebrum are various small structures
(not shown in the diagram) that are crucial for brain function. The hypothalamus plays a key role in maintaining the
body’s homeostasis, and is responsible for temperature regulation, circadian rhythms, hunger, and regulating the release
of hormones in the body. The amygdala is an extremely small region that is involved in emotional reactions (such as
fear or anger) and also in stabilizing initial thoughts and experiences into the memory. The hippocampus is essential
for short-term memory as well as learning. The corpus callosum is a tough, thick bundle of nerve tissue through which
nerve fibers connect the hemispheres of the brain, allowing the constant communication between the two sides that
is necessary for nervous system coordination. Finally, the medulla oblongata (which is shown in the diagram) is the
expanded connection of the spinal cord with the brain. This is the lower part of the brain stem, and controls many of
the involuntary processes in the body such as breathing, heart rate, and digestion.
Microscopic study of thin sections of the brain shows that gray matter forms a thin layer on the outer surface of the
brain, surrounding white matter on the inside (though there is some gray matter deep in the brain as well). This is just
the reverse of the spinal cord.
Humans have the most complex nervous system of any animal. This is reasonable when one considers the rational
soul that man possesses. Man’s body must be extremely sensitive and “obedient” in execution in order that he may be
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or even the strong fumes of an onion. These reflex tears
may overwhelm the eye’s normal drainage system, and
can drip down our face to cause crying. Some of the
excess tears still drain into tear ducts, which connect the
innermost corner of the eye with the nasal cavity. This
is why the nose seems to run during and after crying.
The final kind of tears is the more obvious one that is
produced under emotional stress. These emotional
tears have different chemicals than the first two types.
Emotional tears let many “stress” chemicals come out of
the body, which results in a slower heartbeat, and an
overall calmer emotional state. Together with the
production of tears and the loss of “stress” chemicals,
natural “painkiller” chemicals are released into the body.

Special Sensory Organs: The Ear

Figure 17.8: The eye and tears
A diagram by Felipe Micaroni Lalli (micaroni@gmail.com).
Re-annotated since. (CC-By-SA)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Tear_system.svg

The human organ popularly known by the name “ear” is actually the external ear, from which a tube leads inward to
the tympanic membrane, or eardrum. Beyond this is a cavity known as the middle ear. From it, the Eustachian tube
leads to the pharynx, enabling you to make your ears “pop” in a change of atmospheric pressure. Still deeper in the
head is the internal ear, a complicated structure of membranous channels lying in bony cavities. The lower part, the
cochlea, is shaped like the cavity in a snail’s shell and the upper part has three ring-like canals (semi-circular canals).
The inner ear is filled with fluid. Sound vibrations are funneled into a tube leading to the eardrum (you can see this
tube in Figure 17.9), and cause the tympanic membrane to vibrate. This moves a chain of three bones (the malleus,
incus, and stapes – or, as they are colloquially called, the hammer, anvil, and stirrup) which extends across the cavity
of the middle ear to the membranous wall of the inner ear. Through this membrane, vibrations are passed on to the

Figure 17.9: Anatomy of the ear
Blausen.com staff (2014). “Medical gallery of Blausen Medical 2014”. WikiJournal of Medicine 1 (2). DOI:10.15347/wjm/2014.010.
ISSN 2002-4436

fluid inside the cochlea. These vibrations stimulate a membrane within the fluid with a chain of hairs along its side,
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Lesson 19

General Overview, Skeletons,
and Muscles

There is a remarkable diversity of form and function in the animal kingdom. Yet, there are also remarkable similarities
between animals, and between animals and man. Dr. Stuart Burgess addresses some striking reasons for these
similarities in his book The origin of man.28 As an engineer, Dr. Burgess notes that there are generally three reasons
that designers repeat similar structures across different applications: optimal design, ease of maintenance, and elegance.
Optimal design is the concept that there are certain structures that are best suited to specific applications, and when
similar functions are required of two different designs it is reasonable that we find similar structures present in both.
Dr. Burgess gives as an example that many animals (humans, apes, cats, dogs, horses, etc.) have similarly designed
forelimbs that have a triple-jointed structure. This shoulder-elbow-wrist design is the ideal way for the limbs to have
the greatest range of motion and to allow the animals the greatest amount of functionality. The design can even be
seen repeated in many man-made things, such as excavators and robot arms.

Figure 19.1: The arms of man (A), the legs of cats (B), the wings
of birds (C) and the fins of whales (D) all display similar
structural features, providing evidence of optimal design, ease
of maintenance, and elegance in the Creator’s design
Petter Bøckman, based on File:Homology vertebrates.svg by Волков Владислав
Петрович [CC BY-SA 3.0 (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0)]
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/2/23/Limb_homology.png

The repetition of similar structures also
results in ease of maintenance. If, for
example, all doors can be removed from
their hinges in the same way, this makes it
much easier for men to remove a door
when necessary (as when trying to move a
large piece of furniture into a new room).
This is even more beautifully true when
one considers the similarities of animals
with each other and with man. Since man
was commanded to be the steward of
creation (Genesis 1:28), it is fitting that he
should have the care of animals. If all
animals were built on entirely different
body plans, think how difficult this would
be! Farmers would not be able to raise
and care for multiple kinds of livestock,
and vets would have to specialize in a
single species. Instead, in the Creator’s
providence, animals are designed with
similar features and general principles of
care apply across many species.

Finally, we cannot overlook the elegance
of using similar designs. We will let Dr. Burgess speak with his own words on this subject:

28

Burgess, Stuart. The origin of man. Day One Publications, UK, 2004.

There are similarities in appearance in all the different types of creature in the world and this produces an
elegant uniformity. The fact that virtually all creatures have a head,
face, body, and limbs creates a consistent style and gives creatures a
familiar appearance. When a new creature is discovered, it is
possible to quickly understand the creature, because it can be
assumed that there will be a predictable pattern of features. […]
Similarity of features not only produces elegance but also helps man
to manage animals and enjoy their company. The rapport between
man and animals would be greatly reduced if animals did not have
familiar facial features to man.29
On a final note, Dr. Burgess recognizes an additional theological
significance to the similarities between animals and man that cannot be
overlooked:

God ordained that mammals such as bulls, sheep, and goats should
be used as animal sacrifices to give a picture of redemption. […]
These animal sacrifices pointed towards the supreme sacrifice on
the [C]ross of Calvary where the Lord Jesus Christ paid the penalty
for the sins of his people […] Since animal sacrifices needed blood
to be shed, it is appropriate that mammals have a blood system that
is similar to that of humans.30

Figure 19.2: A sea sponge has no lines of
symmetry (asymmetry)
Neno69 [CC BY-SA 3.0
(https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0)]
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/8/8
4/Red_Tube_Sponge.jpg

We will explore both the differences and similarities between man and
animals in this chapter, using examples of both higher and lower
animals. This will build on the themes that we learned in the last chapter
as we apply them to different body forms.

External structure & symmetry in animals
While animals come in a dazzling variety of body plans, they only
display three basic types of symmetry. The first type of symmetry is
really a lack of symmetry, or asymmetry. Only sea sponges have
bodies that are asymmetrical, and lack any lines of symmetry.
Some lower animals display radial symmetry. In this type of
symmetry, there are many planes of symmetry in the body (much like
the many spokes in a bicycle wheel all dividing it into mirror-image
halves). Starfish, jellyfish, and sea anemones are some of the animals
whose bodies are radially symmetric.

Figure 19.3: A starfish has many lines of
symmetry (radial symmetry)
Modified from Paul Shaffner [CC BY 2.0
(https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0)]
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/2/2
b/Starfish_02_%28paulshaffner%29.jpg

Man, all higher animals, and many lower animals all display bilateral
symmetry. Animals with this type of symmetry have right and left
sides that are mirror images of each other, and are only symmetric
across a single plane. You can think of it most easily as thequ2re being
only one possible line of symmetry in the animal where one can observe

Figure 19.4: A peacock has a single line
of symmetry (bilateral symmetry)
29
30

Ibid, p 19-20.
Ibid, p 20.

Modified from CC0 Public Domain
https://pxhere.com/en/photo/978953
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Lesson 20

Internal Anatomy and the
Digestive System

As you may have noted when you were studying human anatomy, all of the body’s systems must work in concert in
order for the organism as a whole to function. Each organ system fulfills a particular role in the body with its individual
organs, but no organ or organ system exists solely for its own sake. All exist for the good of the whole organism. Thus
we can truly say that all the body’s organs and organ systems are ordered to the higher functions of the animal, like
movement (which we just discussed in the last lesson) and sensation (which we discussed in detail in Chapter 2). We
will now more closely examine the complex interplay of the body systems of animals, and how they compare to those
of man.

Internal Structure
Examine the diagrams below, and note the similarities and differences between the internal anatomy of man and the
internal anatomy of the frog. Try to identify the structures in the frog by comparing them to the structures in man.

Figure 20.1: Internal structure of the human body

Figure 20.2: Internal structure of a frog’s body

A, aorta (main artery); B, bladder; Bl, bronchial tubes; D,
diaphragm; G, gall-bladder; H, heart; L, lungs; La, pulmonary
artery; LI, large intestine; Lv, liver; P, pericardium; R, ribs; Ra,
right atrium; S, stomach; SI, small intestine; V, main vein

“Frog anatomy tags.PNG” by Jonathan McIntosh is licensed
under the Creative Commons Attribution 2.0 Generic license.
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Frog_anatomy_tags.
PNG
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Absorption directly from the digestive cavity of the stomach or intestine is possible only in a very simple animal. If
in the above experiment we had used twenty or thirty sheets of paper, we would have found that very little salt solution
would soak through to the outermost layer; and likewise in any animal with many layers of cells the outermost cells
would get insufficient food if they had to
depend upon absorption from the nextdoor layers.
Obviously, absorption
directly from the stomach and intestine
would not be possible in an animal like a
frog, in which many organs are at some
distance from the digestive cavities of the
stomach and intestine. Here again we see
the necessity of the blood, which, as we
have already found, flows to all parts of the
body.

Oxidation and body temperature

Figure 20.8: Internal Anatomy of a spider. Note the
digestive system in yellow. Food travels in one direction
(one-way digestion) from the mouth to the anus

As we saw with the human body, as long
as an animal is using energy, oxidation is
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service Headquarters [Public domain]
going on. Particle by particle the food
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/7/7a/Indiana_bats_%28560
0274705%29.jpg
materials brought by the blood are being
burned; that is, they are being combined
with oxygen from the blood to form new substances. One of the chief excretions produced by this process is carbon
dioxide, a gas formed by burning the carbon contained in molecules within food.
In frogs and other lower animals, the heat generated by the process of oxidation is lost rapidly, because the surface
of the body is not covered with hair or other structures to prevent loss of heat. This places certain limits on the frog’s
ability to maintain its body temperature (an important part of maintaining homeostasis). Fish, reptiles, and
amphibians all have this same challenge, and that is part of the reason why you might see lizards or snakes “sunning
themselves” in the mornings. The heat from the sun helps warm up the animals’ muscle, enabling them to move
more easily. This is primarily because the heat from the sun speeds up the chemical reactions within the cells,
particularly oxidation. When it is cold, these animals are more sluggish; their metabolism slows down and their
muscles do not work as well. Collectively, we call these animals ectotherms, a word that literally means “outside
heat”, because they are dependent on external sources to keep their bodies sufficiently warm.
Humans and other mammals (as well as birds) are endotherms, and capable of maintaining a constant body
temperature internally through their cellular metabolism. Sweat glands, hair, fur, feathers, and fat all help these
animals regulate their temperature using the heat released during oxidation. One advantage of being an endotherm
is that these animals are able to move and respond very quickly to external stimuli regardless of the temperature of
their environment. Endotherms can usually run faster and farther than ectotherms, who can move quickly if necessary
but usually only for brief periods over short distances. However, they have the disadvantage of having to eat a great
deal more (and also more often) in order to maintain their high metabolic rates. Many ectotherms, like snakes, can
eat one meal and be satisfied for days or even weeks. On the contrary, many endotherms (like cows or gazelles) must
spend a great deal of their time consuming food. This is particularly true for many species of birds, as we will see in
a later lesson.
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Lesson 21

The Remaining Systems

We have dealt with the circulatory, respiratory, and nervous systems in great detail in man. The purpose of this
chapter is partly to review some of the most important material contained in those chapters about the purposes of the
various systems, but primarily to highlight the different ways that animals’ body systems are well-adapted to their
different modes of living.

Circulation
That the blood goes around in a circuit was unknown until
1621, when Dr. William Harvey of England demonstrated
that in man and other vertebrates the heart circulates blood
around the body. An important step in establishing this was
to also show that the blood always flows in one direction
from the heart to different parts of the body with one set of
tubes, and that there are another set of tubes that carry the
blood back to the heart.
A frog’s heart is very similar to a man’s heart, except that it
only has three chambers. The posterior, conical, whitish
part of the frog’s heart is called ventricle; it lies in a
depression between two parts of the liver. Above the
ventricle are the thin-walled atria (right and left. The
ventricle is the part of the heart that forces the blood from
the heart into the blood vessels; since it is a single chamber,
there is some mixing of the oxygenated blood heading out
to the body and the deoxygenated blood heading to the
lungs. However, there are folds on the inside of the
ventricle that limit this mixing significantly. The two atria
are reservoirs for holding blood coming back to the heart
and collecting for the next “beat” of the ventricle, just as in
man. The extremely thin membrane that encloses the heart
is the pericardium (which literally means “around the
heart”).
Most reptiles and amphibians have threechambered hearts like the frog.

Figure 21.1: Circuit of circulation in a fourchambered heart
available for free at
http://cnx.org/content/col11448/1.10)

Fish have a two-chambered heart, with just a single ventricle and a single atrium. The ventricle pumps the blood first
through the gills, where it is oxygenated and then travels to the rest of the body. Deoxygenated blood then returns to
the atrium and is passed back to the ventricle to begin the circuit all over again. One reason that this type of heart
works in the body of a fish is because a fish lives entirely in water, and the pressure of the water on the body of the
fish helps to keep the blood circulating properly through the gills.
Types of circulatory systems
As we saw that there are two basic types of digestive systems, there are also two basic types of circulatory systems.
These are open circulation and closed circulation. All the animals we have just described have closed circulatory
systems. This is where the blood never leaves the blood vessels. As we have seen in the chapter on human circulation,
some of the fluid in the blood does leave the vessels (particularly the capillaries) and becomes lymph fluid that is

circulated back into the blood by the lymphatic system. But the cells that circulate in the blood remain inside the
arteries, capillaries, and veins.
In organisms that have open circulatory systems (mostly insects and spiders), the term blood does not properly
apply; rather a substance circulates called hemolymph. This fluid is composed of both blood and interstitial fluid.
Organisms with open circulatory systems do not have a complete circuit of blood vessels. Instead, they have a large
cavity in their body called a hemocoel, which is responsible for circulation and other functions (including digestion
in many cases). The hemolymph is still pumped by the animal’s heart, but it is released from the main blood vessel
to bathe the internal organs of the body before being collected back into the heart through a returning vessel. Open
circulatory systems move hemolymph through the body more slowly than closed circulatory systems move blood;
they are thus less efficient, and can only be found in smaller animals. This is one reason why insects are not huge.
(For which at least one of the authors of this text is extremely grateful!)

Figure 21.2: Closed circulation (worm) vs. open circulation (bee). Both animals have multiple small
hearts rather than one large heart.
CNX OpenStax [CC BY 4.0 (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0)]
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/4/45/Figure_40_01_01ab.jpg

Respiration
Animals have a number of different variations on their respiratory systems. Some, like man, have lungs, while others
are so small and simple that they can exchange gases across their skin. Some have holes in the side of their bodies
that lead to interior tubes to help facilitate gas exchange, and still others have gills that can extract dissolved oxygen
from the water. Here we will examine some of these widely varied breathing apparatuses.
Not all animals with lungs breathe as man does. The frog lacks a diaphragm and instead “swallows” air, forcing it
down into the lungs by moving the floor of the mouth up while the mouth and nostrils are closed. We breathe while
keeping our mouths open, but a frog cannot breathe when the mouth is held open. Not every movement of the throat
forces air down into the lungs, however; most of the movements simply pump air into and out of the mouth-cavity
through the nostrils. Watch a frog carefully, and occasionally the sides (flanks) of the body will be seen to expand
greatly when the frog seems to take a big “swallow” of air; this expansion indicates that air has been forced down
into the lungs. Then, after a time, the muscular walls of the body help the elastic lungs expel the air, forcing it up
into the mouth-cavity, where carbon dioxide can be expelled from the mouth as a waste product.
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Lesson 22

Animal Reproduction

Like Begets Like
Have you ever seen a cat come from a dog? Or even a catfish from a trout? Of course not! What we see in nature
over and over again is that each particular kind of animal gives rise to offspring that are fundamentally similar to its
parents. This is the first principle of heredity, or the passing on of traits from parents to offspring, and it has been
aptly described by the phrase “like begets like.” This makes sense because reproduction is for the sake of continuing
the existence of a particular kind of animal, not for producing new sorts of animals. All the individual animals end
up dying at some point or another, but if the animals produce other animals like themselves, then that kind of animal
will continue to exist because there will be young animals to replace their parents.

Figure 22.1: Like Begets Like (Mother and
Baby Moose)

In most cases of reproduction in animals (and also in
plants), there are two parents, the female and the male.
The two sexes play in important biological role; they
produce male and female reproductive cells, called
gametes, which will fuse together to form a single cell
called a zygote. This zygote is now a new individual that
did not exist previously! The zygote has its own soul and
its own life, separate from both of its parents. The fusion
of the two gametes is called fertilization, and it is usually
necessary for the development of a new organism. (There
are exceptions; for example, some types of insects and
plants are able to produce female gametes that can develop
on their own without needing fertilization. However,
fertilization is the normal course of developing a new
offspring.)

When reproductive cells do not fuse, they remain a part of
the original parent, and will simply die after a time if they
US Forest Service [Public domain]
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/4/45/Moose_
are not united with their “missing half.” This is partly due
and_baby_-_Bighorn_National_Forest.jpg
to the special nature of these cells – they only contain half
of the DNA that they need to code for a whole organism.
While you will learn more about DNA later, for now think
of it as a set of instructions that the new zygote uses to build its body according to the same general plan as its
parents. This is the physical mechanism that is involved in like begetting like. The instructions determine the traits
the offspring has; and since each male and female gamete only carries half of the instructions, the offspring usually
displays a “mixture” of the traits that are visible in the mother and the father. We will discuss this more in the section
on genetics, but it is important for you to understand this small introduction to see why it is usually necessary to have
two parents in order to produce offspring.

Reproductive Organs in Higher Animals
In a male frog, the testes are the organs that produce the reproductive gametes. Like many of the other organs we
have discussed thus far in the body, they are paired. The testes have ducts that lead into the kidneys, and there connect
with little tubes leading to the ureters, and thence through the cloaca to the exterior. These organs produce the male
reproductive cells (also called sperm) which fertilize the female gametes.

Please skip to next topic….
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Lesson 23

Classification

Why classification?
In biology, the science of classifying living things into
recognizable groups is known as taxonomy, and we will
use the words “classification” and “taxonomy”
interchangeably. Classification might seem like an overly
technical and unimportant part of any study. In reality,
though, anytime someone asks you what something is, you
need a simple classification scheme in order to answer the
question. If your friend asks, “what is a golden retriever?”
You could either say it’s a miner that hunts for gold, or you
could say that it’s a kind of dog with golden-brown hair!
Obviously only one of those answers is right. This is
because you correctly classified “golden retriever” under
something more general called “dog.” Now your friend
knows better what a golden retriever is. Classifying helps
us to know things by saying it is one kind of thing and not
another kind.
Here is another, more biological example. Have you ever
thought coyotes look a lot like dogs? It is for this reason
that domestic dogs and coyotes (as well as foxes, dingoes
and hyenas) are classified under the family Canidae,
which includes all dog-like genera and species. This is
helpful to understand, because now you might learn
something more about what makes a dog a dog – in part,
because you now realize that your pet dog and coyotes
share something similar.
Taxonomy can also be understood based on exclusion
instead of inclusion – that is, we can classify something by
features it does not have just as much as by features that it
does. Remember our definition of plants in Chapter 1?
We defined a plant as “a living thing unable to sense,” and
this was a definition of exclusion. It can sometimes be
very helpful to understand more about an organism by
understanding what it is not!

Figure 23.1: The family Canidae
derivative work: Mariomassone [CC BY-SA 3.0
(https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0)]
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/0/06/Familia_C
anidae.jpg

Up to this day, many biologists still argue about what
constitutes the best way to classify living things. Some
books do it differently than others; it depends on what the
authors consider the most important defining characteristics of organisms, and why they think so. Classification is a
very difficult thing to achieve. Right when you think you have found the perfect system, annoying exceptions pop
up which call into question everything you have tried. Here are some examples:


You might think living on the land is part of being a mammal. Then you realize that whales and dolphins
give birth to live young and have hair, which are typical characteristics of mammals, yet they never set foot

Please skip to next topic….

The modern system of classification is subject to materialist, reductionist, and evolutionary errors because it lacks
any solid philosophical basis (such as the Aristotelian causes and an understanding of the soul); to avoid these pitfalls,
the authors of this text choose to keep the original distinction that we made of living things into three categories
(plants, irrational animals, and man). However, after one moves past the broad category of kingdom, many of the
lower (more specific) categories of modern taxonomy are compatible with this more reasonable distinction.

Phylum and Class
There is such a tremendous diversity of animals in each of the kingdoms, no matter how they are classified, that
further criteria are needed to arrange living organisms into a
reasonable order. Thus, a kingdom is further subdivided into
phyla, and a phylum is, in turn, further subdivided into classes.
Generally speaking, we can think of members of the same
phylum as having the same general body plan as other
members of the phylum. There are around 35 phyla of
animals, 12 of plants, 8 of fungi, and over 30 of prokaryotic
organisms. Protista are a bit more confusing, with some
scientists suggesting that there are up to 45 phyla,33 and others
arguing that there are only 2 (plant-like and animal-like
protists). Regardless of how the debate ends up being settled,
there are quite a few more phyla than there are kingdoms, and
thus it would be impossible to give an overview of all of them
in an introductory biology text. We will treat here of the
phylum Chordata as an example to illustrate the definition of
phylum given above, as this is the phylum with which you are
likely to be most familiar since it contains all of the normal
household and farm animals, as well as most of the animals
that you would see in a zoo.

Figure 23.5: Members of the phylum
Arthropoda, though different in many
external characteristics, all have segmented
bodies and jointed appendages; the first row
contains artist renderings of extinct
crustaceans
Kolihapeltis 01 Pengo.jpg: Peter HalaszStylonurus
BW.jpg: Nobu TamuraSCORPIO MAURUS
PALMATUS.jpg: Guy HaimovitchBlue crab on market in
Piraeus - Callinectes sapidus Rathbun 20020819-317.jpg:
WpoppFemale centipede with eggs.jpg: Marshal
HedinJohn Kratz - Swallowtail (by-sa).jpg: John
Kratzderivative work: Xvazquez, Amada44 [CC BY-SA
3.0 (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0)]
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/8/80/Ar
thropoda.jpg
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Most chordates are also vertebrates: animals that have
backbones and internal skeletal structures of either bone or
cartilage. All animals that belong to Chordata have a cluster
of similar characteristics. The two most notable of these are a
notochord and a dorsal hollow nerve cord. Usually either one
or two additional characteristics are proposed as common to
all members of the phylum: a post-anal tail and/or pharyngeal
arches. While the adult organism may not have all four of
these structures present, in order for an animal to properly
belong to the phylum it should have each characteristic at least
at some point in its development. We will examine each of
these identifying markers in detail using a frog as an example.
The notochord is a flexible, rod-shaped structure that runs
along the body of a chordate and serves as a site for muscle
attachment. In most chordates, this structure is present in the
embryo and later develops into a part of the vertebral column,
but it persists in some animals (in its original form) throughout
their life. In frogs, the notochord begins to develop as the first
stage of organogenesis (or the development of the internal

Corliss, John. “The kingdom PROTISTA and its 45 phyla.” Biosystems, Volume 17, Issue 2, 1984, Pages 87-126.
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Lesson 26

Reptiles and Amphibians

Reptiles and amphibians are each a different class of animals. They resemble each other in their external structure,
so this is why we have put them together in one lesson.

Reptiles
Reptiles include snakes, lizards, turtles, alligators and crocodiles.
Like birds and mammals, they have a backbone and a bony
skeleton. The eggs from which their young hatch are amniotic
just like a bird’s eggs, but they usually have a leathery shell
instead of a hard, calcium carbonate shell. The shell protects the
egg from drying out, and so reptiles can lay their eggs on dry land
(unlike amphibians, as we will see in a moment.) Reptiles are
covered with tough, keratinous scales, which keep them from
desiccating (or losing so much water that they die) even in very
arid environments. They breathe through lungs from the moment
they hatch from their eggs until their death; they do not have a
stage in their life where they use gills like amphibians. Though
many reptiles, especially alligators, crocodiles, many turtles, and
some snakes, all live near the water they are really terrestrial
animals (animals that are capable of living solely on land) due to
their lungs and their tough skin covering. Thus, we can define a
reptile as an ectothermic oviparous terrestrial vertebrate with
a body covering of tough, dry, scaly skin and that breathes
only with lungs.

Figure 26.1: Tortoise hatching from its
egg
Mayer Richard , Creative Commons AttributionShare Alike 3.0 Unported license.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:TortoiseHatchling.jpg

The class of reptiles is divided into four orders which have such marked differences of external form that there is no
difficulty in distinguishing them. The three main orders are Squamata (lizards and snakes), Testudines (turtles and
tortoises) and Crocodilia (alligators and crocodiles). The final order of reptiles is Sphenodontia, which includes
only two species of tuataras that live in New Zealand.
Most reptiles are carnivores; some reptiles, however, including
land tortoises, are herbivores.

Snakes

Figure 26.2: Western diamondback
rattlesnake; note the segmented tail

Though snakes immediately trigger hatred and fear in us, they are
actually beneficial to humans. They are carnivores that eat animals
that are even more destructive and harmful to humans, such as
mosquitoes, gnats, mice, rats and moles.

Scientists are still actively studying just how snakes move, but
some theories have been put forward. Snakes do not have any
Clinton &amp; Charles Robertson from Del Rio,
Texas &amp; San Marcos, TX, USA [CC BY 2.0
limbs, but they do have special scales on their belly that allow them
(https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0)]
to grip onto the earth and move from place to place. They can use
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/common
bumps on the ground, tree roots or bushes to brace themselves
s/a/a3/Crotalus_atrox_%282%29.jpg
against to get moving. All of this depends on friction between the
snake’s body and the ground (or any other object against which it
is pushing). The characteristic “S” shape that snakes take is also a common way of utilizing friction. By gripping
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Clams and mussels

Figure 28.3: The dark circles around the
edge of this scallop are the eyespots on its
mantle
NOAA FishWatch (see Gallery) [Public domain]
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/6/61/
Annuli_on_scallop_shell.jpg

Clams, mussels, and scallops are also known as bivalves
because they have two symmetrical shells. They are the simplest
of the mollusks, as they are not cephalized and they are not
motile. Instead, they are sedentary – able to move if threatened,
but otherwise they generally stay in one place. Most bivalves
will protect themselves by either digging quickly into the ocean
floor, or by “planting” their foot in the ground and puffing it up
in such a way that they are difficult to dislodge from where they
are anchored. They also have another line of defense in their
strong adductor muscles – these are a pair of circular muscles
attached to both sides of the bivalve’s shell. When the bivalves
contract the adductor muscles it is extremely difficult to pry the
shells open.

Scallops are the most mobile of the bivalves – they can shoot
water out of their bodies to propel them forward as their shells
flap open and closed, making them look like awkward swimmers. These bivalves also have simple eyespots on the
rim of their mantle that allow them to detect light and dark.
Bivalves are filter feeders, sifting food particles out of the water that passes through their gills. This mode of feeding
is in perfect correspondence to their sedentary way of life, as they are able to catch food that drifts by instead of
having to pursue prey.
Squid and octopi
Squid, octopi, nautiluses, and cuttlefish are the most
complex type of mollusks, and can be considered the
highest of the lower animals. They do not have legs or
arms properly, but their foot is modified into suctioncup covered “arms” – the octopus always has eight,
while the squid usually has eight arms and two longer
feeding tentacles. Since this modification of the foot
is near their head (these animals are highly cephalized)
they are called cephalopods, which literally means
head-foot. The suction cups on their arms allow them
to grab prey; the force of the suction is so strong that
an octopus can pry a bivalve open. Their head has two
Figure 28.4: The soft, squishy body of an octopus
eyes and the largest brain of any invertebrate. Unlike
allows it to fit into surprisingly small spaces
other mollusks and invertebrates, cephalopods have a
closed circulatory system like the one found in
Martijn Klijnstra [CC BY-SA 4.0
vertebrates. This means that the blood flows through
(https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0)]
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/7/72/Common
designated blood vessels and does not just seep
_octopus.jpg
between the body’s cells. In the case of the squid,
there are two hearts which pump oxygen-poor blood to
the gills, and another which pumps the oxygen-rich blood from the gills to the rest of the body. This is a more reliable
way of ensuring that the whole body always has a constant supply of oxygen. This is a large part of the reason that
cephalopods are more active than other types of mollusks.
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Lesson 29

Arthropods: The Largest
Phylum of Invertebrates

There is a tremendous diversity in the invertebrate world, from animals as complex as the large-brained cephalopods
to those as simple as the budding hydra. Nevertheless, despite all the diversity you have seen up to this point, we
have not yet discussed the largest and most widely varied group of invertebrates: the arthropods. These organisms
will be the subject of this lesson.

General Characteristics of Arthropods
While their bodies may look wildly different, all arthropods have a number of important characteristics in common.
In the first place, they all have segmented bodies, which (as you may recall from Lesson 19) allows them to have
more specialized functions for different parts of their bodies. As such, they are among the highest of the invertebrates
in terms of complexity. Most arthropod bodies can be divided into either two or three major segments: insects and
crustaceans have a head, thorax, and abdomen, while arachnids have a cephalothorax and abdomen.
The second major characteristic of arthropods
is their exoskeleton. This is a hard, outer
covering that protects their bodies and keeps
them from drying out. It is made of a
carbohydrate called chitin. It is evident that
an animal enclosed in a hard external skeleton
cannot grow rapidly while surrounded by
such a coat-of-mail.
This difficulty is
overcome by periodical shedding of the
skeleton, followed by rapid increase in size
for a short time while the skin remains soft
and extensible. The shedding or molting
occurs many times before the arthropod is
full-grown. During molting the exoskeleton
splits along the middle of the back, and
through the split the head first emerges and
then the posterior end of the body. If an
arthropod has wings, they are larger after each
molting.

Figure 29.1: Three basic characteristics of arthropods
Image is in the public domain
http://www.publicdomainfiles.com/show_file.php?id=13393006812464

The final, and most distinguishing, characteristic of arthropods is their jointed appendages. These include the legs
(of which arthropods often have many!) but also appendages on the head, like antenna and specialized jaw parts. In
addition to having many legs, individual species often have specialized types of legs – legs adapted for walking or
crawling, for pushing, for running, for jumping, for burrowing, for swimming, and for a number of other uses. The
exoskeleton of the arthropod has to be thin and flexible at the joints of the appendages; otherwise, the arthropod
would not be able to move much, and would have an extremely restricted existence.
In addition to these distinguishing features, most arthropods are also highly mobile, reproduce rapidly, and have welldeveloped sensory systems. Some of them even engage in complex social behavior, such as ants and bees.
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Insects – The largest group of arthropods
We have already gotten to know insects well in Chapter 2, where Fabre told us of the wonders of their instinct. In
this chapter, we will take a closer look at insects, the largest class of arthropods. We will see the beautiful bodies
that God has fitted for the use of their instincts. More than half of the known species of animals are insects. About
950,000 species are now known, and many newly discovered species are named and described each year. Some
experts in entomology (that division of zoology that deals with insects) believe that there may be a million species
of insects alive today. Obviously, then, we will not go through all these species of insects. We will not even go
through all 30 classes of insects, but just touch on several of the chief ones. We will use their common names since
they correspond closely enough to the technical names.
One characteristic of insects is their manner of development. They all hatch from eggs. The eggs of the simplest and
lowest insects hatch as young that appear in form like the adults, but much smaller. These juveniles are called
nymphs. The young of grasshoppers and mantes and of numerous other species of insects are at first without wings,
and they shed their external skeleton or exoskeleton a number of times before they become adults. This condition is
called gradual metamorphosis, or incomplete metamorphosis. Development that is more complicated is represented
by other insects who undergo complete metamorphosis.
Insect Anatomy
In order to observe living insects satisfactorily, one must first know the general plan of insect structure. It is fortunate
for us that insects all have a similar body structure, and that a study of a few selected specimens will enable one to
understand almost any other insect one may encounter. We will start out with the grasshopper.
The grasshopper’s body has a number of legs, wings, jaws, and other projecting parts that are collectively called
appendages. Notice three regions of its body – the head, thorax and abdomen. Like other animals, the grasshopper’s
head includes the mouth, the eyes, and a small brain. The thorax is the middle section of the insect’s body, and its
primary function is locomotion. It serves as the site of attachment for the legs and wings. The abdomen is the large
segmented part of the body, which holds most of the insect’s vital organs. Notice that the body and appendages have
a hard exoskeleton, a characteristic of all arthropods. Notice also that the grasshopper is bilaterally symmetric.

Head

Thorax

Abdomen

Tympanum
Simple eye

Femur

Tibia

Mandibles
Spiracles

Figure 29.2: The external anatomy of a grasshopper
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UNIT III: Plants
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Powers and
Structure of Plants

Lesson 30

Irritability of Plants

Sensation or Irritability?
As you can tell from the name, this chapter is about things that are considered vegetation; or living things that we
commonly call plants. Here you will learn about the lowest power of life – the vegetative power. This power
comprises the basic abilities to assimilate food, grow, and reproduce. As you have seen, this power is found in all
other living things as well – all the way up to humans.
Most likely, you already know that plants need water and sunlight to survive; you may have even observed that they
do not survive without either when you forgot to water a houseplant or put it in a dark corner. You may also know,
but probably have not observed directly, that they require air in order to assimilate food and to grow. You have likely
seen plants grow and develop, perhaps from a small plant into a mature fruit-bearing specimen in a backyard garden
– or at least have seen the yellow dandelions fluff out in the white of their parachute-capped seeds. You may also
have directly observed their power to reproduce by planting seeds or starting cuttings.

Figure 30.1: Sunflowers are well known for their ability to
turn toward the sun; this whole field will rotate from facing
east to facing west through the course of a single day

While plants possess these three powers
proper to living things, they do not have the
power of moving from place to place.
They do not, however, stand completely
still as inanimate objects do: sunflowers
follow the sun throughout the sky with their
heads, and stems somehow “know” to grow
in the opposite direction of gravity no
matter how you turn the plant. What about
the power of sensation – is there anything
like sensation in plants? Before we even
begin studying how the vegetative soul
animates plants, we will first address this
question.
As we mentioned in the
classification lesson, sometimes it is just as
helpful (if not more so) to understand what
a thing is not before we can understand
what it is.

Let us start by briefly thinking about
sensation in animals. The sensitive power
of animals gives them the power to be
aware (to a greater or lesser degree) of
things they sense outside of themselves, and is intimately linked to the power to respond to these sensations. For
example, if a frog is touched suddenly, it responds by contracting its leg muscles and jumping away. This appears to
be a reflex action, and does not necessarily involve the appetitive power of the frog. In another scenario, a frog
might respond to sunlight that is too bright and hot by purposefully moving into the shade. This action is considered
voluntary, as it is not independent of the frog’s consciousness that the area is growing a bit warm nor independent
of an appetite (or desire) for a cooler resting place. However, it is still an instinctive action, as the frog does not sit
back and think to himself about the reasonability of moving to a shadier area, nor does he put off doing so out of a
sense of lazily enjoying not having to move (as humans can be prone to do). From the above examples, we see that
there are different “levels” of sensation and response: some involve a simple, reflexive response and the stimulus
does not seem to produce an awareness in the organism; some stimuli produce an effect in the appetitive power and
initiate a response accordingly; and (in man alone) some responses to stimuli are governed by reason and
rationality. The first class, which includes physical reactions to stimuli that are not conscious or voluntary, is
shirleybolling2005 / CC BY (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0)
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/a/ae/SunflowerSunset2.jpg
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and added to the older wood of the stem, and on its outer side, new cells are added to the inner surface of the bark.
Hence, growth and division of cambium cells add
new cells to both to the cortex and the bark, resulting
in an increased diameter of the stem.
Stems elongate by growing more or less throughout
the length of the young or soft parts. When a part of
the stem once becomes fixed, or woody, it no longer
increases in length.

Stem function

Figure 31.8: Xylem cells

Interior to the cortex of the stem, much as is seen in
the root, there is vascular tissue with large openings
that appear to be empty cells. These resemble cutoff, interconnected tubes, and form what is called the
xylem. In the xylem, water ascends the stem from
the roots. The tissue is composed of waterconducting tubes called vessel elements and
tracheids. The water can go up through the vessels
and tracheids, effectively working against gravity.
We will explain why this occurs in the next lesson.
The tracheids have small pits in them that allow the
water to even go sideways into neighboring
tracheids! When the cells in these vessels die, they
become hollow and harden. It is hollow, dead xylem
cells that give the stems of trees their strength, and
which we think of when we think of wood.
Bend a bean stem from which the rind has been
peeled, and notice its strength. Bend a very young
piece of stem and notice that it breaks easily. The
explanation of the difference between the two stems
is that the tubes and fibers are not fully formed and
hardened in the young stem. This is of practical
importance in cultivating plants, for growing tips and
young stems require more delicate handling than do
the older and harder stems.

Figure 31.9: Phloem cells
Kelvinsong / CC BY-SA (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/bysa/3.0)
Xylem: https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Xylem_cells.svg
Phloem:
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/e/e2/Phloem_cell
s.svg

In the inner part of the bark and adjacent to the vessel
elements and tracheids, is more vascular tissue called
phloem. Phloem also contains tubes, but these
conduct sap, or the dissolved food materials that are
produced in the plant’s leaves. The tubes of phloem
are called sieve tubes, because of sieve-like
partitions at intervals inside the tubes; and they allow
sap to flow down the stem. Both xylem and phloem
are supported by fibre cells that stiffen the plant.
To sum up statements made above, in woody plants,
water (and other dissolved materials) from the roots
goes up the stem in the xylem that are just within the
cambium, and fluids (that also contain dissolved
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The vascular tissue within the leaf is visible as veins. These structures begin in the center of the petiole and break
into “branches” arranged across the blade. Some of these arrangements are quite complex and beautiful, as can be
seen in the venation section of Figure 33.12.

Figure 31.12: The tremendous variety in leaf morphology
derivative work: McSush (talk)Leaf_morphology_no_title.png:
User: Debivort / CC BY-SA (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/)
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/e/e8/Leaf_morphology.svg

The petiole that supports each leaf is attached at a node of the stem; petioles (which are parts of the leaf) can be easily
distinguished from branches (which are true parts of the stem). A longitudinal cut through the node shows that the
petiole is superficially attached to the epidermis and the outer cortex of the stem, while a branch is attached firmly to
the cortex. In addition, the petiole generally has an enlarged and somewhat flexible attachment to the stem. At the
base of the petiole, there are often two rudimentary leaves, or stipules, which served to cover the leaf and protect it
when it first began growing.
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important forces in life that we will take a moment to explain them
in more detail here, though they are based on some rather complex
chemistry.
A water molecule is composed of one oxygen atom and two
hydrogen atoms. It never ceases to be a source of amazement and
wonder to the writers of this text that two very different substances
(in this case, two highly flammable gases) can combine to form a
whole new substance with completely different properties (in this
case, a very wet, non-flammable substance). It is also intriguing
that the atoms in water behave in very different ways from each
other even within the molecule; in particular, there is a great
difference in their affinity for electrons (or the ability that they have
to attract these negative particles to themselves). The oxygen atom
has a much higher affinity for electrons than the hydrogen atoms
and, as a consequence, the electrons spend more of their time
orbiting the oxygen atom than the hydrogen atom. Why does this
matter? The uneven distribution of the electrons makes the oxygen
slightly negative while the hydrogens are slightly positive. Since
opposite charges attract (as you may know from studying other
areas of science), this effectively means that water molecules will
be attracted to each other like tiny magnets (cohesion) and similarly
attracted to any other molecules that also have these slightly
positive and negative regions (adhesion).

Figure 32.6: A representation of a
water molecule designed to show the
distribution of electrons; red regions
are more negative (have more
electrons) while blue regions are
more position (have fewer electrons)
Public domain
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Waterelpot-transparent-3D-balls.png

These forces are tiny when we consider individual molecules, but when you consider the tremendous amount of water
present in plants it is not hard to see how cohesion and adhesion might provide the additional force necessary to help
the root pressure get water from the ground
to the very top of the tallest plants.

More on evaporation from leaves

Figure 32.7: How cohesion and adhesion cause water to move
up the xylem
FeltyRacketeer6 / CC BY-SA (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0)
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/8/85/Transpiration_of_Water_
in_Xylem.svg

Water can pass directly from the xylem of
the stem into those in the veins of the leaf,
and thence into the numerous smaller
veinlets. In this way, water coming up the
stem from the root is distributed
throughout the leaf, which is thin and
greatly expanded. This particular form of
the leaf has a very important function: to
expose as much of the leaf’s surface as
possible to sunlight and air, and thus
increase the leaf’s capacity for food
production. A side effect is that this thin,
expanded form also promotes rapid
evaporation. This evaporation takes place
through microscopic pores in the leaf
called stomata. Evaporation through the
stomata is so considerable that the leaves
of a sunflower plant six feet high have been
shown to evaporate a liter of water per day
(a little more than a quarter of a gallon);
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Lesson 33

What Does a Plant Eat?
In addition to water, there are other materials in plants. When chemists
analyze the substances obtained from plants, they find the following ten
chemical elements in every plant: carbon (C), hydrogen (H), oxygen (O),
nitrogen (N), sulfur (S), phosphorus (P), iron (Fe), potassium (K), calcium
(Ca), and magnesium (Mg). Other trace elements are found in many plants,
but they are not absolutely necessary for plant life. The first four (C, H, O,
N) form the chief part of the dry weight of all plants. Where do plants
acquire these elements? Some are dissolved in the water that plants take
in their through roots, but the hydrogen and oxygen come from the water
itself and the carbon comes from the air. In this lesson, we shall consider
how plants obtain the materials that will furnish these necessary elements
for making plant structure.

Plants without chlorophyll - saprophytes
We can better understand how a bean plant or other green plant gets its
food if we first study the nutrition of plants like mushrooms and the Indian
pipe, which have no chlorophyll. These plants are easy to recognize since
their parts are white, not green. The fundamental difference between the
Figure 33.1: Indian pipe plant
nutrition of different kinds of plants is due to the presence or absence of
chlorophyll. This green pigment inside leaf cells enables its possessor,
Glacier NPS, Public domain
https://www.flickr.com/photos/glaciernps
under the action of sunlight, to make sugar for food. In plants, this sugar
/43342147754
is later assembled into starch for long-term storage; when the plant is short
of sugar, the starch is then broken down again to be consumed by the plant
cells. The little green granules of chlorophyll inside the cell absorb the sunlight; they absorb all the colors of sunlight
except green light, which is reflected back towards us and makes plants look green. Now you see why leaves must
be very thin in order that the majority of cells can receive light. Interestingly, chlorophyll is very similar in chemical
structure to hemoglobin, the molecule that transports oxygen in most animals’ blood.
Non-parasitic plants without chlorophyll cannot make their own food, and instead must absorb nutrients from the
decaying bodies of other plants or animals. Such plants get their
ten essential elements entirely from the substrate on which they
grow; these elements are either in the form of certain mineral
substances that are commonly found dissolved in water, or
organic materials absorbed from decomposing matter in the
substrate. Some plants without chlorophyll grow in the soil,
while others grow directly on the body of a dead organism, like a
decaying tree stump.
Organisms that obtain their nutrients from decaying organic
matter are called saprophytes. Many plants without chlorophyll
are saprophytes. However, some absorb their necessary food
from living plants or animals, and such plants are parasites
(mistletoe is actually a parasitic plant that sends its root system
into the bark of a living tree). This distinction between types of
plants based on how they acquire nutrition is similar to the one
made when speaking of different kinds of bacteria.

Figure 33.2: This close up of moss cells
shows the bright green chloroplasts, the
tiny “organelles” within the plant cell
that house the chlorophyll
Kelvinsong / CC BY
(https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0)
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/c
/cd/Moss_chloroplasts_100%C3%97_objective.jpg
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Plants with chlorophyll – photosynthesis
The common green plants have in their bodies the same ten essential elements as plants without chlorophyll (though
some plants contain more elements, as we mentioned before). However, green plants differ from saprophytes and
parasites in that they can make their own food! They do this by the agency of sunlight and the chemical chlorophyll.
Since the sugar-making process is a synthesis through the agency of sunlight, it is commonly termed photosynthesis
(which literally means combining by light). During the process of photosynthesis, cells containing chlorophyll are
able to make sugar (glucose) directly from water in the soil and from carbon dioxide in the air. The production of
glucose takes place chiefly in the leaves.
What is some evidence from common experience
that photosynthesis happens? Plants grown for a
long time in a dark room lose their chlorophyll
(e.g., sprouting potatoes in a cellar), and after a day
in sunlight their leaves show no sugar. Or if the
grass on a green lawn is covered by something so
as to block the sunlight out, the grass becomes
yellow and even white. Many varieties of plants
grown in greenhouses have “variegated” leaves
with large white areas due to the absence of
chlorophyll. For the same reason, the inner leaves
of heads of lettuce and cabbage are not green.

Figure 33.3: A simplified schematic of photosynthesis
MAKY_OREL Pixabay License
https://pixabay.com/illustrations/photosynthesis-3498260/

The precise chemical changes that happen during
synthesis are complex and still not completely
known. Generally, however, this is what happens.
As we said, the purpose of photosynthesis is to
produce carbohydrates in order for the plant to stay
alive and produce new cellular tissue. Now all
carbohydrates are made of up of the elements
oxygen, hydrogen, and carbon. Carbon and oxygen
are already found bound together in the small
amount of carbon dioxide in the air. Oxygen and
hydrogen are found together in water. Thus, with
the additional energy supplied by light, the
hydrogen in the water is chemically bound with
carbon dioxide to form sugar. A byproduct of
operation is the oxygen leftover from the water,
which is exuded out of the leaves through the
stomata. Thus the process of photosynthesis is the

inverse of respiration.
Below is the chemical formula for the synthesis of sugar.
Carbon Dioxide + Water =
Sugar
+ Water
6(CO2)
+ 6(H2O) = C6H12O6 + 6(O2)
It must not be inferred from the preceding that light must necessarily be in the form of bright and direct sunlight.
Sugar-formation is most rapid in sunlight, but probably goes on in light of all intensities, even in moonlight. This
explains why some species of plants can live and grow slowly in shaded spots in the woods; they make use of the
diffuse and weak light which reaches them. Moreover, light from other sources than the sun will serve for
photosynthesis; for example, electric lights are sometimes used in greenhouses. The blooming of Easter lilies may
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hence some food must be used for repair or the entire plant will soon die. In short, some food must be used continually
in making new protoplasm. If more protoplasm is made than is needed for repair of waste, the result will be growth;
and usually growth means the formation of new cells. This is especially true at the growing tips of plant stems.

Cell Storage
If the foods received from the leaves are not needed for immediate repair, they are stored in various parts of the plant
(stem, roots, leaves, or seeds). There are various modifications of plants useful to storing foods. For example, carrots
and sugar-beets are plants that store large quantities of plant food in their roots; sugarcane and sago-palm store food
in their stems; the head of a cabbage and an onion are bundles of leaves stored with food; and beans, corn, and nuts
are seeds stored with food. These are examples of various plant organs in which food is stored for the future use of
the plants. God’s Providence has ordained that man and the herbivorous (plant-eating) animals find it convenient to
appropriate many of these reserves of plant food for use in their own food-supply.
These reserved foods of the plant are commonly stored as starch, which is easily seen (with low power of microscope)
in thin sections of various stems and roots, especially in the late autumn or winter after storage has been going on
during the entire growing season. The sugar solution derived from starch in the leaves osmoses into the cells of the
root, stem, or fruit, and is there changed and stored as starch-grains. When the plant needs this stored starch, the
starch-grains are changed back (digested) again into sugar, which is able to osmose out of the cell and into other cells.
The starch made in one growing season is often stored for the next season, when it is turned back into sugar.
But all cells do not store starch. Sugar, from which our ordinary granulated sugar is obtained, is stored in large
quantities in the cells of sugar-beets and in sugar-cane. Sometimes the sugar that enters cells is changed to oil, as in
nuts; and when the plant needs food elsewhere the oil is changed (sometimes to sugar again) and osmoses out of the
cells. In still other cases the sugar from the leaves enters cells and is used in combination with nitrogen and other
elements from the soil to form protein substances.

Need of Oxygen
It has been pointed out that plants breathe or respire and have the same effect upon air that animals have; namely,
they absorb oxygen from the air and give off carbon dioxide. The term respiration is in both plants and animals
usually applied to this combined process; but it is simpler to consider first how oxygen is obtained.
In a plant without chlorophyll (e.g., a mushroom), oxygen is absorbed at all times of the day and night by the surface
of the plant in contact with the air; and the gas then diffuses or osmoses from cell to cell, for all living cells must have
a continual supply of oxygen. If some mushrooms be placed in a closed jar for many hours, it can be demonstrated
by chemical tests that the air in the jar has lost oxygen. This will be the same no matter whether the jar is kept in
light or in total darkness.
A bean plant kept in darkness in a closed jar will, like the mushroom, take up oxygen. The same plant kept in a
closed jar in sunlight will give off oxygen. Apparently the reverse is true of the mushroom or the green plant in
darkness; but let us withhold our conclusion until we have reviewed previous lessons dealing with carbon dioxide in
leaves.
We have noted that carbon dioxide is used rapidly in making carbohydrates (in photosynthesis) while the plant is in
light; but in darkness the plant makes no carbohydrates and consequently uses no carbon dioxide. Now, in the
combining of the elements of carbon dioxide and of water to make sugar or starch, the hydrogen of the water is used,
but the oxygen is not needed and is set free in the cells of the leaves. The amount of oxygen thus freed is very much
more than the plant needs for its oxygen supply; that is, it is very much more than the same plant in darkness would
absorb from the air; and the result is that there is excess oxygen to be given off to the air. The truth is that the living
cells throughout the plant require oxygen both in light and in darkness; but while photosynthesis goes on so much
oxygen is freed from the water that the plant cannot use it all and gives off the excess to the air.
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Oxygen Liberated by Photosynthesis. – Place some water plants, such as Elodea, in a glass funnel which is then placed
with tube upwards in a glass battery-jar filled with water. The water must be deep enough to more than cover the
funnel and its tube. Fill a test-tube with water and, keeping its mouth below the water in the battery -jar, invert it
over the end of the funnel tube. Set in sunlight. Bubbles of gas (chiefly oxygen) will rise from the plants and displace
the water in the test-tube. The gas may be tested for oxygen by stoppering the test -tube before lifting from the
water, and then quickly inserting a glowing taper when the stopper is re moved.

The stomata allow watery vapor to escape, in transpiration, and they are important also in allowing air with carbon
dioxide to enter the spaces of the leaves, whence the carbon dioxide passes into the cells with chlorophyll. Water
reaches these cells by osmosing from near-by veinlets, which in turn receive water from the roots through the stem.
All kinds of plants, as well as animals, require oxygen constantly. They may get the necessary amount directly from
the air, or green plants may get it from the processes in photosynthesis. There is, then, no real difference between
the breathing of mushrooms, animals, and plants with chlorophyll. The increase in oxygen and decrease of CO2 in
the air around green plants during daylight is obviously due to the independent process of photosynthesis, not to their
breathing.
There are good reasons for believing that roots of plants absorb oxygen from the air which is abundant in good soil.
In fact, one scientific reason for cultivating or tilling the soil is to mix air with the soil particles. The water of the soil
contains oxygen in solution, just as the water in a river contains oxygen which fishes can absorb by their gills. When
the water is taken up into the plant stem it probably carries along with it some oxygen, which is absorbed by the cells
with which the water comes into contact. Also, some of the large tubes of the fibro-vascular bundles are filled with
air, probably taken in chiefly at the leaf pores and also at the bark-pores (lenticels).
The following experiment shows how air may enter the leaf and pass through the
stem. Select a wide-mouthed bottle and a stopper with two holes. Take a leaf
with a small round petiole and push the petiole into a hole in the cork and almost
to the bottom of the bottle. Also fit a glass tube into the other hole of the cork.
Fill the bottle half full of water. Use Vaseline to make the apparatus air-tight.
Apply suction to the glass tube (a small bicycle pump with the leather on the
plunger reversed, so as to “draw” air out, and connected by rubber tubing with a
reversed valve from a bicycle tire will answer, if an air-pump is not at hand). Air
will exude from the cut end of the petiole and appear as bubbles in the water.
The experiment may be reversed by attaching the petiole to rubber tubing leading
to a bicycle pump, and forcing air from the pump into the tubes of the petiole and
out through the leaf, which should be held under water so as to make air -bubbles
rise from the leaf surface.

Figure 34.1: Apparatus
to show that air can
enter the leaf.

Excretion of Carbon Dioxide

The oxygen absorbed by plants and distributed to all their living cells is used in
the cells in a process of slow oxidation or chemical union of oxygen with foods
Public Domain
and other substances in the cells. This is the same as in animal cells. Such
Green, Joseph Renolds
oxidation is constantly going on among the particles of living plant cells, and one
of the substances formed is carbon dioxide. When we remember that substances
containing carbon are abundant in cells, we can understand why oxidation of cell-substances should form a compound
of carbon and oxygen (CO2). For example, when sugar is highly heated the effect is first to drive off the water and
leave carbon, which then burns and disappears in the air as a gas (CO2). Something similar occurs in living cells
when any substance made from fat, protein or carbohydrates burns. The result is carbon dioxide (CO2) and water
(H2O). The water thus formed cannot be distinguished from the other water which is abundant in plant cells. The
carbon dioxide is transported (probably chiefly in solution in the moving liquids in plants) to the surface, especially
of the leaves, and then diffuses to the surrounding air.

A plant with chlorophyll does not appear to give off carbon dioxide in light, because the carbohydrate-making process
uses that gas much more rapidly than the cells of the same plant are making it. If any carbon dioxide made in the
cells of the roots or of the stem is carried in the water current to the leaves, it may later be used in starch-making; and
in addition, the leaves must continually absorb more of the gas from the air. As has been stated, a closed jar containing
a measured quantity of carbon dioxide and a green plant, placed in sunlight, will have less of the gas after a few hours.
For, in order to make carbohydrates, the plant used all the carbon dioxide produced by oxidation in its own cells and
in addition some of the gas taken from the air. On the other hand, a similar jar and plant kept in total darkness will
have more carbon dioxide in the air of the jar.
As we did for animals, we use the term excretion for such substances as carbon dioxide, which are produced by
oxidation in the cells of plants and animals, and which are eliminated because they are of no further use in the cells,
and are sometimes actually poisonous. Carbon dioxide and water have been mentioned above as two excretions
formed by oxidation of cell-substances containing the elements carbon and hydrogen. The water formed by oxidation
mixes with the water taken into the plant by the roots, which is being eliminated continually by evaporation.

Other Excretions of Plants
In addition to carbon dioxide and water, plant cells form other excretions and also have an excess of certain substances
containing the elements absorbed with water from the soil. In higher animals all excretory and excess substances
containing nitrogen, sulfur, phosphorus, calcium, etc., are in solution in the water eliminated by the kidneys. Land
plants usually give off water only by evaporation, and certain excretory and excess matters are left behind in the plant
(in the leaves) just as lime is left in a tea-kettle. Plants living in water may have some of these substances absorbed
by the surrounding water. Also, plants may eliminate some substances by the roots. We can see this because the
roots of some plants will etch or corrode polished marble or limestone by the action of acidic substances which
osmose from the roots. Possibly these corroding substances enable a plant to dissolve useful minerals. Also, some
grasses give off from their roots substances that poison and check the growth of young orchard trees. As plants grow
older the amount of stored substance, especially mineral matter from the soil, increases.
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Plant Growth and
Reproduction

Lesson 35

The Flower

Flowers
A bud, a simple dismemberment of the whole of which it forms a part, repeats, with unvarying fidelity, the
characteristics of its source of origin; with monotonous fidelity, but does not contain within itself any new tendencies
or forces. The most it can do is to retain intact the vital force of which it is the depository, without the power to
rejuvenate it by a fresh vital impulse. Consequently indefinitely continued descent by buds must inevitably have the
consequence of monotony, in the first place, since the species, deprived of the faculty of varying in details, is
composed of identical plants. In the second place – and this is a more serious matter – this line of offspring, which
is liable to perish by the thousand accidents of long descent, but is powerless to regenerate a failing vitality (should
it lose some important trait), must sooner or later suffer degeneration, and finally the extinction of the species.
Plants therefore need another method of propagation, which will multiply the species in a degree sufficient to balance
the risks of destruction; which will bestow on the species a perpetually regenerated vigor and special tendencies to
vary in details. Their varying genetics help them to face new difficulties. This is effected by the employment of seed.
All vegetables, without exception, multiply themselves by means of seed, and thereby the different species maintain
themselves in prosperity and are able to look to an indefinite future.42
This is the usual method of
reproduction in the flowering
plants. Hence, these plants are
often called seed-plants. In
order to understand the parts
which flowers and seeds play
in the reproduction of this
highest group of plants, it is
necessary to study some
flowers, the fruits which
develop from the flowers, and
the structure and germination
of the seeds in the fruits.
Identify the different parts of
the
flower
in
the
accompanying
diagram.
The
Figure 35.1: The anatomy of a flower
most striking thing about a
LadyofHats / Public domain
flower are its petals, which all
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/7/7f/Mature_flower_diagram.svg
together form the corolla.
They are usually bright and
fragrant and attract insects and
birds to the flower, which will then distribute the pollen. In the next chapter you will see why this is important.
Underneath the corolla, and enclosing its base is the calyx. This is the group of protective leaves, or sepals, that
enclosed the whole flower when it was still in the bud.
Inside the flower, are the stamens which are made up of the filament and the anther. The filaments of the stamens
are joined together at their base, bearing a powder of minute grains called pollen. For like animals, plants have male
and female reproductive organs. In plants, the pollen is the male gamete. In the center of the flower is the pistil,

42

(Fabre J. , The Wonder Book of Plants, 1924, pp. 307-308)
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which is composed of the ovary, and the style, which extends upward and has the stigma at its end. The ovules in
the ovary are equivalent to the female gametes in animals. The ovule becomes the embryo, or the seed, of the future
plant. The bracts are the small leaf like structures at the base and often enclosing the flower. Flowers which have
separate petals, like tulips and lilies, are good for such preliminary study of the parts of simple flowers.
Note that the stigma does not touch the anthers, but the hairs just
below the stigma brush over the anthers, and often some pollengrains cling to them. When the pollen falls on the stigma, it is
enabled to produce fruit. Shortly you will see why it is good that
the anthers don’t always touch the stigma.
In most flowers, the petals of the flower enclose stamens and
pistils and protect them. Not all flowers have both stamens and
pistils; those that have only one or the other are called imperfect
flowers. Thus, in order to produce fruit, they need a plant or
flower with the complementing kind of organs.
If you hold up to the ovary to the light, you will notice a row of
opaque spots in the ovary. These opaque spots are the future
“seeds.” In this early stage, however, the term ovule should be
applied to each one of these structures which later grows into a
seed. Inside each ovule an embryo develops, and later when the
seed sprouts the embryo grows into a new plant.

The Process of Fertilization

Figure 35.2: Oriental Hybrid Lily
Cropped from Hardyplants at English Wikipedia /
Public domain
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/2
/2d/Oriental_hybrid1.jpg

Like in animals as well, the male gamete and female gamete must
be united for the growth and development of the embryo. In the following passage, Fabre tells us how the process of
fertilization happens:

By itself the ovule cannot become grain; without the help of a complementary agent it would soon wither,
unable to pass the state which I have described. This complementary agent is the pollen, which awakens life
in the ovule and evokes the birth of a germ by a mysterious co-operation which will always be one of the
subjects to appeal most profoundly to the scientist.
At the moment when the flower is fully blown the stigma exudes a viscous liquor by which the grains of
pollen fallen from the anthers, or carried thither by insects or the wind, are glued to its surface. Here occurs
the process of endosmosis already described, not in water, the rapid absorption of which causes the rupture
of the grain, but on the surface of a layer of viscous moisture, which penetrates the interior of the pollengrain slowly, enabling the inner membrane to issue from the pores in the form of long pollinic43 tubes, from
the face in contact with the moist stigma each grain emits a flexible tube like the fine radicle escaping from a

43

Relating to pollen.

tiny seed. Like a radicle
again, which always
extends itself in a
downward direction
and plunges into the
earth, the pollinic tube
traverses the thickness
of the stigma, enters
the tissue of the style,
opens a way for itself
by slightly parting the
rows of cells, always
insinuating
itself
farther and farther,
until it has at last
travelled the whole
length of the style,
however great this may
be. The grain of pollen,
as though it had struck
root, remains on the
surface of the stigma;
by the contraction of
the outer membrane it
expels its contents and,
in emptying itself, fills
the tube as this
becomes longer…

Figure 35.3: Pollen grains magnified by electron microscope
Dartmouth College Electron Microscope Facility / Public domain
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/a/a4/Misc_pollen.jpg

…When this first activity is completed the stigma, powdered with numerous grains of pollen, each plunging
its tube into the tissue of the style, might be likened to a long cylindrical pincushion in which a number of
pins are buried to the head. Now the pollinic tubes plunge their tips into the cavity of the ovary. They are
directed by a force whose clear precision fills us with amazement. Without difficulty or confusion, despite
their number, as though guided by the infallible wisdom of an inconceivable instinct, each tube turns in the
direction of the neighboring placenta and plunges its extremity into the ovule. The pollinic filament penetrates
the embryonic sac and reaches the wall of the latter, and at the point of contact slowly organizes a new living
entity, the living germ of the grain. How? No one knows. Before these mysteries of life reason bows, helpless,
and abandons itself to an impulse of adoration of the Author of these ineffable miracles.44
The union of the cell ejected by the pollen tube and the ovule is fertilization. Soon the fertilized embryo sac divides
into many cells, and these form an embryo within. Besides fertilizing the ovule to become the embryo, a second cell
from the pollen also triggers the formation of the endosperm, the tissue surrounding the embryo which will be its
nourishment for when the seed begins growing.

Pollination by Insects
In a few flowers, the stigma is so near the anthers that it often gets pollen-dust before the flower is visited by insects.
Such flowers whose pollen fertilizes its own ovaries are called self-pollinated. Very few flowers are actually selfpollinated. In fact some are called incomplete flowers, because they have either only male or female reproductive
organs. Most flowers require cross-pollination (meaning pollen from other flowers) in order for fertilization to take
place. Either a stiff wind or insects are necessary for the pollen of one flower to reach the stigmas of another. Charles

44

Adapted from (Fabre J. , The Wonder Book of Plants, 1924, pp. 347-349)
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UNIT IV: Ecology

Community
Ecology
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Lesson 40

Predation and Competition

General remarks
Now that you have studied each kind of living thing by itself, does it not make sense that there be a study of how all
these things live together, as it actually happens in nature? You may have noticed before that certain animals live in
one place, but not in others. Tigers and elephants roam around in Africa, but not in your backyard. How are they
able to live in zoos, but not anywhere else except Africa? It turns out that other aspects of the environment, which
you might at first not even consider, make it impossible for such animals to live naturally in the area where you live.
This is very easy to see with plants as well. Some plants are better adapted to certain environments than others are;
those that live together or near each other all enjoy the same general conditions and surroundings and do not grow as
well (or at all) when planted in other conditions. These aggregations of plants that are adapted to similar general
conditions are known as plant societies. However, there are also societies within societies. Any person that has seen
plants growing in natural conditions has seen these smaller societies. There are societies of plants in lawns, thickets,
pastures, dunes, woods, cliffs, and even by roadsides. Every different place has its characteristic vegetation. Plants
in these societies associate: they grow together.
Studying ecology helps one to understand these relationships in greater depth. Ecology is the study of how living
things interact with each other and other things. In this book, we will consider two aspects of ecology. One of
them is community ecology – the study of how the living things in a particular kind of region interact with each
other. In the other, ecosystem ecology, we consider not just the interactions of living things, but living things with
nonliving things, and how they both constitute an ordered whole.
In considering community ecology, there are four relationships that we will consider separately:


Predation (one living thing preying upon another living thing)



Competition (two living things striving for the same resources)



Symbiosis (two living things that live in close physical association, often – but not always – mutually
supporting one another)



Decomposition (one living thing decomposing the remains of some other living thing)

In this lesson, you will learn about the first of these, predation.

Predators of praying mantes
Once again, we will first turn to Fabre. He made many studies of how different kinds of insects live together, and
recorded remarkable facts about the often-violent interactions between them. Predation is one of these more violent
interactions, as it involves one animal eating another. In the following passage, Fabre first gives an account of how
praying mantes hatch, and how they are then ferociously devoured by ants. Here, the ants are the predators of the
baby mantes, meaning that the ants prey on the mantes for their food.
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Symbiosis

The next relationship we will consider in ecology is called symbiosis. If you have ever shared a room with a sibling,
you have possibly experienced a mild form of symbiosis! Usually, symbiosis is defined as two organisms living in
very close physical proximity to one another but not having a predator/prey relationship or a relationship of
competition (so in some cases room sharing might be more like competition or resource partitioning than it is like
symbiosis). Unlike siblings in the same room, however, organisms in symbiotic relationships often belong to wildly
different species (for example, an ox and a bird) and one or both of them depends heavily on the other for its very
survival. If one species left the symbiotic relationship, it is possible that the other species (or even both species)
would perish altogether.
There are three broad types of symbiosis that are summarized in the table below:
Type of Symbiosis
Parasitism

Commensalism

Mutualism

Who Benefits?
Only one organism benefits; the other
organism is harmed by the close
relationship
Only one organism benefits; the other
organism seems unaffected by the
relationship
Both organisms benefit; sometimes
the relationship is so close that
neither organism could survive by
itself

This lesson will give examples of these relationships existing between animals and animals, plants and plants, and
plants and animals.

Nest parasitism in mason bees
We will again turn to Fabre’s marvelous talent for relating his observations as we look at our first example of
symbiosis – that of parasitism, in a case where the Stelis wasp profits at the expense of the master-builder Mason bee.

Man’s masonry is formed of stones laid one above the other and cemented together with lime. The Mason
bee’s work can bear comparison with ours. Instead of stones, she uses big pieces of gravel. She chooses them
carefully one by one, picks out the hardest bits, generally with corners, which, fitting one into the other, make
a solid whole. She holds them together with layers of her mortar, sparingly applied. Thus the outside of her
cell looks like a rough stone house; but the inside, which must be smooth in order not to hurt the Bee-baby’s
tender skin, is covered with a coat of pure mortar. This inner whitewash, however, is not put on artistically,
but in great splashes; and the grub takes care, after it has finished eating its honey, to make itself a cocoon
and hang the walls of its room with silk.
When the cell is finished, the Bee at once sets to work to provide food for it. The flowers round about,
especially those of the yellow broom, which in May deck the pebbly borders of the mountain streams with
gold, supply her with sugary liquid and pollen. She comes with her crop swollen with honey and her body
yellowed underneath with pollen-dust. She dives headfirst into the cell; and for a few moments, you see her
jerk violently as she empties her crop of the honey-syrup. Afterwards, she comes out of the cell, only to go
in again at once, but this time backwards. The Bee now brushes the lower side of her abdomen with her two
hind-legs and rids herself of her load of pollen. Once more, she comes out and once more goes in headfirst.
It is a question of stirring the materials, with her jaws for a spoon, and making the whole into a smooth
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Living Components of
Ecosystems

All environments in which organisms find themselves are composed of living and nonliving factors. The living
habitat of a deer would include trees, grass, coyotes, and all the many different species that lived in the same area.
The nonliving habitat would be the kind of soil, the climate, the general geography, and other similar factors. Thus
ecosystems are groups that encompass not just living things, but living things together with nonliving things, and the
way that both kinds of factors constitute an ordered whole.

Energy transfer in an ecosystem
We will begin this lesson by considering what the energy source for an ecosystem is, as this is one of the primary
means of establishing the relationships between living things that cause an ecosystem to be an ordered whole. As
you have learned in prior lessons, all living things require energy to live. Obviously, nothing can create its own
energy – not even those plants that create their own food – so all living things must receive energy from an external
source. If you think about, all animals eat either other animals or plants. So animals derive their energy from plants.
Where do plants get it from? Remember what you learned about photosynthesis – plants use the sun’s energy to turn
carbon dioxide and water into food. So all living things finally derive their energy from the sun’s rays. Considering
the relation between these different living things, we can make the following hierarchy:
 Producers – these are plants, the
only living things that can directly
utilize the sun’s energy, and produce
food for animals.
 Primary Consumers – animals
that eat producers.
 Secondary Consumers – animals
that eat primary consumers.
 Tertiary consumers – animals
that eat secondary consumers
Another way to divide up living
things is according to whether they
eat animals or plants.

Figure 43.1: An example food web displaying part of the
complicated flow of energy among producers and consumers
Matthew C. Perry / Public domain
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/0/0e/Chesapeake_Waterbird_Food
_Web.jpg

 Herbivores are those animals that
eat only plants; these are also
primary consumers
 Carnivores are animals that eat
only meat (other animals).
 Omnivores are animals that eat
both plants and animals.

Putting these two together lists together, we can see that primary consumers are always herbivores, and that secondary
and tertiary consumers are either carnivores or omnivores.
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Lesson 46

The Cell (Part I)

Discovery of the cell
Congratulations! You’ve completed a biological study of the three chief kinds of living things: man, animals, and
plants. But remember, you’ve only scratched the surface. There are many details which we left out for you. You
now know the different powers that life is capable of, the different kinds of organs the body uses, the differences
between plants and animals, and how different organisms live together. What we haven’t talked about yet, though,
are the microscopic structures that make up the bodies of all living things. These structures are the cells, which we
have already talked about a little. Here are some reasons why it’s important that we delve a little more into the world
of the cell:


Cellular life includes whole new varieties of life which are beyond your experience, like bacteria and
amoeba



Understanding the cell will help you understand certain details of life activities

A “partitioned” or cellular structure is visible on a macroscopic level in many plants. Take, for instance, the example
of the common onion. It grows in “rings,” which are actually hollow spheres that grow over each other. The husks
of a corn cob surround the cob in multiple layers. Nature seems to work in layers in these examples. But as Fabre
explains, this is common to any plant, which,

…if unraveled, element by element, may be reduced to the equivalent of the fiber of wool: that is, it may be
reduced to something simple, which is not capable of further division; in short, it may be reduced to its
elementary organ, which, if accumulated in sufficient quantities, makes up every part of the plant: leaves,
flowers, seeds, fruit, bark and wood, without distinction.75
After the invention of the microscope, scientists went to work immediately with the new invention and wrote many
treatises on the tissues of plants and animals. In 1665, the Englishman Robert Hooke was examining a piece of cork,
and he noticed its compartmentalized structure. He named each little section a cell. He named it so because it looked
like the small rooms, or cells, that monk live in. Within that decade, a Dutch merchant and amateur lens grinder,
Anton van Leeuwenhoek, started making astounding discoveries. He found a whole new range of life under his
microscope: he noticed a similar structure in the parts of blood, skin, and other cells. He also was able to see some
complete one-celled organisms like bacteria. In most cases, the cells as appeared more or less the same: discrete jelly
like blobs, later known as protoplasm, with an enclosing barrier called a membrane. Inside the jelly at the center was
a darker denser spot called the nucleus.

75

(Fabre J. , The Wonder Book of Plants, 1924, p. 31)
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The Cell (Part II)

Absorption
Now that we have seen the general structure of plant and animal cells, in this lesson we will look more closely at the
life functions that cells carry on, and how they do this. If cells are really alive, they must be have at least the basic
powers of life, such as growth and reproduction. Let’s see how cells do this.
Plasma Membrane
Since a cell is living, it needs to eat and breathe in some way, even if not like us. Part of this naturally involves letting
materials come in and out; you already saw a little of this with the one-celled organisms you studied before. There
are two ways of doing this, and we will look at a couple here. The first occurs by osmosis through the plasma
membrane. The plasma membrane is the innermost of the walls and membranes surrounding the cell which
separates the cell contents from its surroundings or from the cell wall if there is one. It is semipermeable, which
means it allows some substances, like oxygen and nutrients to pass in, and excretions to pass out, while other
substances it neither lets in or out. And since it is always remains a kind of barrier, only so much of a particular
substance can pass through it in a certain time.
This method of absorption does not require any energy on the part of the cell. To see why, think of your kidneys, for
example: as long as your kidneys are doing their job of removing excess solutes from the bloodstream, the red blood
cells floating in the blood plasma will not be dehydrated. If there were no kidneys, the water in the blood cells would
osmose from the cells into the bloodstream where there is a higher concentration of solutes. This osmosis would
occur solely by the difference of concentrations in the blood cells and plasma, not by any use of energy by the cells.
It is precisely because osmosis is the chief means of absorption that that cells must be so small. Think back first to
what we learned about amphibians – they don’t need lungs to breathe but their skin is so thin and permeable that
oxygen can be absorbed directly by the skin cells. Or bacteria – they absorb nutrients through their cell wall. Now
it turns out according to the rules of geometry that if the surface area of the cell doubles (by getting proportionately
bigger), the volume of the cell nearly triples. That means there will be three times as much matter to feed in the cell
if its surface area only doubles. But all nutrients have to come through the surface of the cell. So if it gets too big,
the cell will not be able to take in enough nutrients to feed itself! So they must stay small to stay healthy. There are
some specialized cells which need to exchange large quantities of material with their surroundings, like those in the
villi of intestines. For the sake of efficiency, they are shaped in long tubes so as to increase their surface area without
a proportionate increase in volume.
Pinocytosis
Sometimes the cell can’t absorb really complex chemicals through its membrane. In this case it forms a little pocket
just next to the place where the big molecule is situated outside. The molecule enters the pocket, and then the pocket
pinches off the molecule and encloses it in a vesicle in which it can travel to different parts of the cell. This whole
process is called pinocytosis.
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Cell Types and Their Functions

Blood Cells
Red blood cells
In human blood there are two kinds of cells visible with the microscope; namely, the
red and the white. The red ones are bi-concave discs, about 8 micrometers in diameter.
This is what gives blood its red color. Under the microscope they are often seen in rolls
like piles of coins. The number of them is astounding, for there are about five million
in a cubic millimeter of blood, or 5,000,000,000 in a cubic centimeter of blood. In the
diseased condition known as anemia, which is characterized by whiteness of the skin,
the number of red cells is greatly reduced. The red color of these blood cells is due to
a concentrated amount of hemoglobin, an iron-containing protein which binds the
oxygen carried in the blood and flows with the blood to carry the oxygen to different
parts of the body. When the cells have captured a lot of oxygen, they look bright red,
and when they are low in oxygen they become dark red and finally almost purple. Red
blood cells also carry away carbon dioxide.

Figure 48.1: Red
Blood Cell

White blood cells
The white blood cells are irregular in shape, because they move spontaneously among
the red blood cells.

Figure 48.2: White
Blood Cell

In human blood they occur in the proportion of one white to 500 - 1,000 of the red
cells. They are exceedingly abundant in blood taken from any inflamed place, such as
a boil, pimple, or wound. All the white cells can eat the small particles, such as
bacteria, by the flowing of the protoplasm around the object. Their work is to fight
infections and destroy particles of dead cells. This explains why they are abundant in
such places as boils and abscesses. The material known as pus, which exudes from
such centers of inflammation, consists
largely of white cells and pieces of the
dead cells of the inflamed tissue.

Figure 48.3: Red and yellow bone marrow
OpenStax College, Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported license.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:619_Red_and_Yellow_Bone_Marrow.jpg

Red and white blood cells are constantly being formed from cells inside
bones. They are formed from a material
called marrow inside the bone. Many
millions of red blood cells are formed
from the red marrow of bones every
minute to replace the red blood cells that
are dying every minute. A single blood
cell lives for about three months. Yellow
marrow contains a lot of fat cells, and if
necessary the body can convert yellow
marrow back into red marrow.
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Flagellates
As you can tell from the name, flagellates are
named from the fact that they have a
flagellum. They can use the flagellum like the
bacteria does we saw last lesson, but also
attach themselves to objects like an anchor.
The Euglena, whose picture you have seen
before, is a common example of flagellates. It
has a more firm membrane than the amoeba to
hold its shape together. When it is not
moving, it is in the form of an oval. Besides
the flagellum, it can also move similarly to a
worm.
These are unlike any microbe you have
Figure 49.6: A representative Eukaryote – Euglena
studied yet because they both eat food already
broken down for them and they can make their
food with the help of the sunlight, like plants. It depends on its circumstances what kind of dish it want for dinner. It
is saprophytic — it always likes to feed on dead organic matter. In the figure, do you see the dark brown blotches
labeled “chloroplast?” Those have a green pigment filled organelles, like plants have, which lets them use the sun’s
energy to make their food. As long as there is sun, the Euglena will also make some of its own food, besides the
organic matter it finds. However, there is a catch – if the Euglena goes without sunlight for several days, it will lose
its food producing power, even if the sunlight is steady and bright afterwards.
The eyespot is a tiny organelle sensitive to light, which helps the Euglena find the optimum position to use the sun’s
rays, not too bright or not too dim. Since it does not possess nerves or brain, we do not know if this sense is really
the sense of sight or not. If it did have sight, it would have to be the most rudimentary power.
Like amoebae, Euglenae reproduce by binary
fission. At their best, each Euglena can divide once a
day.

Ciliates
Ciliates refer to a group of protozoa that have
numerous cilia that they use to move themselves.
Cilia are short hair like projections that grow out of
the plasma membrane and can propel the ciliate. The
ciliate can synchronize all of them, making them spin
in a circular fashion forward or backward. Ciliates are
super abundant in any pond water or muck. Some of
them are easily seen by the naked eye – they can be as
long as 1/9 of an inch.
Because it takes much energy to move their cilia, the
ciliate requires a very large macronucleus to control
metabolism. The micronucleus, which controls
reproduction, is in fact much smaller and sits entirely
outside the macronucleus. Then the macronucleus can
devote all its care to the use of energy in the organism.

Figure 49.7: Paramecium
“Paramécie.jpg” by Danntzig is licensed under theCreative
Commons Attribution-Share Alike 4.0 International license.
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Param%C3%A9cie.jpg
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Lesson 50

Bacteria: Prokaryotic
Microorganisms

Introduction
If you throw some hay into water and allow it to stand, it becomes
turbid or cloudy after a few days. Examining a drop of the mucky
substance under the microscope will show the presence of minute
oblong cells swimming in the water.
The amazing discoveries of microscopic life, or microbes, only
came after the invention of the first microscopes in the
1600s. This opened an exciting new world of animal and plant
life that was hitherto completely unknown because of its
miniscule size. In this chapter, we hope to introduce you to some
of the wonders that the microscope has revealed. Even though
many of these creatures are relatively simple, there are still many
Figure 50.1: Escherichia coli bacteria as
things that scientists still do not understand about them. We now
seen by a scanning electron microscope;
know that there are more varieties of life under the microscope
this is significantly higher magnification
than the variety of species that we can see with our eyes (we call
than you can accomplish with a light
these creatures macroscopic, as they can be seen without the aid
microscope at home
of tools such as the microscope). In addition, biologists estimate
that the sheer weight of all microbes on the earth – if we could
Credit: Rocky Mountain Laboratories, NIAID, NIH
/ Public domain
pile them all together – exceeds the weight of all other living
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/3/
things on the planet combined! This statistic is particularly
32/EscherichiaColi_NIAID.jpg
impressive when one considers how small microbes actually are.
Most bacteria are not quite 2 μm (micrometers) long. To give
you an idea of how small that is, you could line 700 of them up and they would all fit across the tip of your ballpoint
pen.
Most microbes are composed of only one cell – that is, they exist as the smallest possible unit of life. Thus, we call
them single-celled organisms. You will learn many more details about the cell later, but studying microbes will
serve as an introduction to this integral unit of life.
For their size, microbes are extremely tough. Some of them live on particles of dust floating nearly four miles into
space, and others flourish in extreme temperatures
that would quickly kill other forms of life.

Figure 50.2: Microbes fall under the same
divisions of living things (into animals and plants)
as macroscopic animals; however, a further
distinction based on cell structure divides bacteria
from other animal-like microbes

There is a huge variety among microbes in their mode
of living, and not just in their environments. As you
learned in the first lesson of this book, the way we
come to recognize life in living things other than
ourselves is by means of a similarity of structure and
activities. Clearly, then, it is much harder to be
certain of the exact kind of life that microbes possess
than to be clear about macroscopic animals; first,
because microbes are very different in structure from
us, and second, because their small size prevents us
from seeing clearly what they do.
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Viruses and the Immune System

Viruses
You may have heard that some sicknesses and
diseases come from bacteria, and others from
viruses. What is the difference? A virus is not
even a cell, in fact, as far as we know, it is not even
alive. It consists of genetic material, either in the
form of RNA or DNA, surrounded by a coat of
proteins; thus it is smaller than the smallest
bacterium. Let’s look at what it does so that we
can see why it is not alive. What makes viruses
most seem like they are alive is their seeming
ability to reproduce. After, all their chief
Figure 51.1: Diagram of a bacteriophage
component is DNA. But viruses don’t have the
mechanisms to carry this out on their own. This
This file, by Adenosine, is licensed under the Creative Commons
was discovered at the end of the 19th Century. A
Attribution-Share Alike 2.5 Generic license.
German farmer Adolf Mayer found that something
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Tevenphage.png
was attacking the leaves of his tobacco plants. He
found that the sap from diseased leaves could give
the disease to other leaves if it was rubbed on those leaves. Thinking it was a bacteria, he tried to strain the sap
through a bacteria filter. But even then the sap produced the disease in other plants. What was strange, though, were
additional experiments that were done that showed that this infections thing could only reproduce inside a plant, not
outside it on a dish for example. This thing, smaller than a bacteria and only reproducible in a host, is called a virus.
To reproduce, a virus finds a living cell with all the necessary mechanisms, and borrows, or rather hijacks its
metabolism to replicate itself. A virus cannot move, but while flowing in the bloodstream or water, or wherever, it
can attach itself to cells by means of its pointed tail fibers. The diagram above shows the parts of an average virus
that commonly infect bacteria. These kind of viruses are called bacteriophages. Notice that the tail fibers are its
only means of holding on to the cell. The base plate is what punctures the cell and allows the virus’s genome to enter
the cell.

How does a virus reproduce?
In some cases, the virus (holding DNA)
simply attaches to the outside of (the
bacteriophage shown in the figure does
this), pokes through the cell wall, and then
lets out its own DNA into the cell. Other
viruses (holding RNA), like the one
shown in the diagram, enter as whole into
the cell. Let us follow the steps that such
a virus takes to infect its host cell, shown
in this diagram here. When inside, the
virus disintegrates into its constituent
proteins, which allows the RNA to come
out. The cell thinks that this is just
another mRNA, so this RNA heads over
to a ribosome in the cell’s endoplasmic
reticulum unhindered. The mRNA gives
instructions for building new proteins that
are natural to the virus, and which often
replicate the whole virus. When the
proteins are finished being built, the Golgi
apparatus sends them just outside the cell
Figure 51.2: Reproduction of a virus
surface, and then the RNA moves next to
them. The cell buds forth a new virus,
This file, by YK Times, is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution-Share
composed of those proteins and the RNA.
Alike 3.0 Unported license.
Usually, though, the RNA completely
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Virus_Replication.svg
takes over the cell’s ribosomes, so that so
many new virus bodies are produced that
the cell actually bursts and lets them all out. Then each of these can go and infect other cells.
Many sicknesses and diseases are caused by viruses. Chicken pox, the common cold and some cancers are some
examples. In the case of the common cold, the virus injures cells in the respiratory tract, and the cells try to protect
themselves by secreting phlegm. A virus that causes cancer, on the other hand, alters the DNA of the cell, causing
the host cell to reproduce altered, foreign cells in great quantities which constitute a tumor. Some viruses actually lie
dormant for a long time before producing proteins. Their DNA joins up with the cell’s DNA, and replicate along
with during cell divisions. At a certain signal, the virus switches on its power on and triggers for the building of new
proteins and replication of DNA, altering the host’s original DNA. HIV, the virus that causes AIDS works this way.
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Mendelian
Genetics

Lesson 52

Mendel’s Discovery of
Inheritance

Introduction
There is one last power of the cell we have not considered yet, without which it could not even be considered living
– this is its power of reproduction. Instead of jumping right into the technical physical means of reproduction in the
cell, e.g., DNA, we will explore various discoveries that ultimately led geneticists to discover DNA. Actually, it is
through understanding reproduction in the cell that we now understand much better how the living thing reproduces
as a whole.
The question that started it all was this: just how are traits of parents passed on from one generation to the next? You
know from your experience that crayfish aren’t born from centipedes; or even more close to home, you see that you
and your siblings look like your parents or even grandparents. If your parents have dark hair, you probably also have
dark hair. Some siblings might look more like a certain parent than another does. Sometimes, even, parents who
both have brown hair have a child with light golden hair. Are these phenomenon simply unexplainable, or is there
some tool that living things have to ensure such similar traits are passed down in each generation?
Even before these questions began to be answered, there were several theories which attempted to explain them. The
most significant school of thought claimed that the characteristics of the offspring were determined by the activities
and environment of the parents. So if the parents ate a lot of fatty foods, their children would be heavyset. Or if they
got especially used to cold weather, their children will also be used to cold weather.
A question more particular to this chapter is this: if two organisms mate, and each have different characteristics,
what characteristics will be present in the offspring? Will they be mixed the way red and yellow paint make
orange paint? Or will some characteristics of each parent be in some offspring and not others? Which characteristic
and in how many offspring?
These questions began to be answered by the monk Gregor Mendel (1822-1884).

Mendel’s inheritance
Mendel was a lifelong learner, teacher, scientist, and man of the Catholic faith. As a young adult, he joined the
Augustinian Abbey of St. Thomas in Brno in what is now the Czech Republic. Supported by the monastery, he taught
physics, botany, and natural science courses at the secondary and university levels. In 1856, he began a decade-long
research pursuit involving inheritance patterns in honeybees and plants, ultimately settling on pea plants as his
primary model system. In 1865, Mendel presented the results of his experiments with nearly 30,000 pea plants to the
local Natural History Society. He demonstrated that traits are transmitted faithfully from parents to offspring
independently of other traits and in dominant and recessive patterns. In 1866, he published his work, Experiments in
Plant Hybridization, in the proceedings of the Natural History Society of Brunn. In 1868, Mendel became abbot of
the monastery and exchanged his scientific pursuits for his pastoral duties. He was not recognized for his
extraordinary scientific contributions during his lifetime. In fact, it was not until 1900 that his work was rediscovered,
reproduced, and revitalized by scientists on the brink of discovering the chromosomal basis of heredity. 87 (You will
learn what this means next lesson.) His findings, and those of the microbiologists, have introduced a whole new part
of biology, called genetics. This studies how different traits express themselves in living things and how they are
passed down in next generations.

87

Available for free at http://cnx.org/content/col11448/1.10
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Molecular
Genetics and Biomolecules

Lesson 56

The Chemical Basis for Genetics

DNA
Discovery of DNA
As we mentioned, chromosomes have a fuzzy
appearance. So scientists began breaking
apart chromosomes to see if they were
actually made out of something more
fundamental. Working under the microscope,
they realized that the fuzziness of the
chromosomes was caused by numerous little
strands of fibers, wrapped up like curly fries.
It wasn’t until 1953 that two scientists, named
Watson and Crick, discovered the structure of
these strands. Based on the chemical makeup
they called it deoxyribonucleic acid, which is
usually shortened to DNA.
Even before this discovery, as early as 1928,
several scientists were suspecting that
something like DNA was the principle for
genetic heredity. The Englishman Frederick
Griffith showed that hereditary information
could be transmitted from one cell to another
outside of regular descent by reproduction.
This file, by KES47, is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0
He had two varieties of Streptococcus
Unported license. Additional annotation added.
pneumoniae, the bacterium that causes
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Chromosome_en.svg
pneumonia. One strain has a smooth form (S),
and this one was pathogenic, while the other
strain had a rough outer cell wall (R). This one was non-pathogenic.
Griffith injected the live R strain into mice and they survived. In a second experiment, when he injected mice with
the heat-killed S strain, they also survived. In a third set of experiments, a mixture of live R strain and dead S strain
were injected into mice, and – to his surprise – the mice died. Upon isolating the live bacteria from the dead mouse,
only the S strain of bacteria was recovered. In other words, when this dead isolated S strain was injected into fresh
mice, the mice died. This was surprising, since how could a dead organism cause damage and actually change a
similar organism into itself? Griffith concluded that something had passed from the heat-killed S strain into the live
R strain and transformed it into the pathogenic S strain, and he called this the transforming principle. Later
experiments isolated different components in the S strain bacteria, and each of these were tested alone to see if they
turned the R strain into pathogenic S strain. In the end, they found out that it was the DNA strands that were causing
this transformation.91 The DNA dictated the change in form from one kind of bacterium to the next.
Structure of DNA
In the diagram is shown the relative structure and size of chromosomes and DNA. Histones, which are groups of
proteins in little balls called nucleosomes, hold the strands in together in the curly shape like a spool would. One

91

From Biology, an OpenStax book available for free at http://cnx.org/content/col11448/1.10
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Biotechnology and Ethics

GMO’s and CRISPR
Genetically modified organisms
For the rest of this lesson, you will learn about a relatively recent discovery in genetics. Most likely you have heard
of GMO’s in the context of food. This acronym means “genetically modified organism,” and is applicable to any
organism whose genes have been artificially modified by human agency.
Natural genetic modification has been around for millennia – in the sense of crossbreeding animals and plants of the
same species. This modification was natural because the actually biologic processes were not interfered with, or any
the physical bodies of these organisms changed. In the 1970’s though, biologists realized that with their knowledge
of DNA, genes, viruses, and bacteria, they could artificially change the DNA of an organism. The general theory is
this: if the DNA in the original sperm and egg cells is altered, when the organism develops through mitosis, the very
development of this organism will be affected by the altered DNA in the original cells.
How does genetic modification take place? Since the gene
is just a chemical molecule, it is preserved by atomic
forces. It was also discovered that the structure of such
molecules can be altered by heat, radiation, or spontaneous
disturbances within the molecule. Putting these things
together, it follows that a gene can be structurally altered
into completely new arrangements by similar causes.
Since the gene contains the code for the structure of the
future animal, these changes would result in completely
new structural characteristics. This is a more radical
change than a chromosome crossover, since here the units
of the chromosome – the genes – are being altered, not just
sections of it being recombined. Such internal changes in
the structure of the gene molecule are called mutations.
Mutations can be induced artificially by bombarding the
organism with x-rays or gamma rays, which basically
Figure 58.1. Genetic modification by a virus
knock around the atoms in the DNA molecule, changing or
destroying the bases and their order. Very specific
chemicals can also alter the DNA in a similar manner. A
more interesting approach is to use bacteria or viruses to change the DNA of an organism.106 As you just learned, a
virus can modify the workings of DNA by inserting its DNA or mRNA into the cell. This will either destroy the
problematic DNA strand or completely replace it, by a process chemical called reverse-transcriptase. Reversetranscriptase creates a DNA strand back out of a RNA strand.
Although this genetic modification has many useful and tangible results, when used on organisms that will become
human food, it has been seen that many new diseases have struck people who eat this food. Infertility, immune
disorders, food allergies, diabetes, disorders of the liver, kidney, spleen and gastrointestinal system are the chief
among them.107 This is only reasonable because in the digestion process, the organisms are broken down and their

106
107

C.f. https://www.thebalance.com/what-are-gmos-and-how-are-they-made-375620
https://www.aaemonline.org/gmo.php
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Evolution
Theory, Problems, and
Consequences

Lesson 59

Darwin’s Theory of Evolution

Darwin’s Theory
Charles Darwin is almost universally credited as being the founder of the modern evolutionary theory. Many of his
principles are still held by many biologists, though in certain aspects his theory has been proven wrong by more
recent discoveries. Darwin was born in Shrewsbury, England, in February 1809, of Anglican parents. The book that
earned Darwin his fame (and at first animosity) was his book titled On the Origin of Species. Darwin states his thesis
thus:

Although much remains obscure, and will long remain obscure, I can
entertain no doubt, after the most deliberate study and dispassionate
judgment of which I am capable, that the view which most naturalists
entertained – namely, that each species has been independently created – is
erroneous. I am fully convinced that species are not mutable; but that those
belonging to what are called the same genera are lineal descendants of some
other and generally extinct species…111

Figure 59.1: Charles
Darwin

In other words, Darwin wants to argue that God did not create all the different
kinds of animals and plants all at once, but all the organism we see are the result
of the gradual change of a few of their ancestors over millions of years. As these
reproduced, and their offspring did, small changes (the causes are yet to be
discussed) which were introduced over time caused completely new and
perfected forms of organisms. This theory was a shock to many of the scientists
who knew the Bible well, and many of whom understood the Days of Creation
in Genesis according to a very literal interpretation.

wikipedia.org

Darwin begins his argument by noting that an animal’s characteristics are not
immutable, but can be changed and developed through breeding. He noted how
many current species of domestic pigeons have been developed with radically different sizes and figures, simply by
the breeders selecting pigeons to breed who are distinguished from others by the desired difference. Once the pigeons
have been bred enough times, the offspring of these pigeons will permanently share this new trait, unless bred again
with the ancestor pigeons. This process of improving a kind of animal is called artificial selection. Because of
artificial selection, we know that God did not create all the varieties of horse and dog that we have now today.
This made Darwin wonder if a similar process of change could happen in nature. It’s clear that variation, or
differences between organisms of the same species, is one of the most significant facts in nature. Before going further
Darwin tries to remove a preliminary objection: if living things are all classified according to different species, how
does one species change into another one, because like usually follows from like? Darwin notices how many biologist
disagree with each other about how to classify things, and notice that what some biologists call species, other will
call varieties, by which they mean slight differences between individuals. He then concludes:

From these remarks it will be seen that I look at the term species, as one arbitrarily given for the sake of
conveniences to a set of individuals closely resembling each other, and that it does not essentially differ from
the term variety, which is given to less distinct and more fluctuating forms.112

111
112

(Darwin, 1964, p. 6)
(Darwin, 1964, p. 52)
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What then, in nature, could take the place of the “breeder” in artificial selection? Darwin’s idea was the simple
struggle for existence common to all living things could act as this breeder. If one considered all the different kinds
of living things, and how quickly they reproduce, they would quickly overcrowd the earth and soon after many other
earths. Since the earth is finite, and the amount of nutrients is finite, necessarily not all living things that are produced
by offspring will be able to survive. “Hence, as more individuals are produced than can possibly survive there must
in every case be a struggle for existence, either one individual with another or of the same species, or with the
individuals of distinct species, or with the physical conditions of life.”113 Further, we see from our experience that
all living things of one kind have slight variations from each other, and that some of these are more or less beneficial
for the organism. What follows from this, is that those individuals from each species that are in the slightest way
better equipped to find food and reproduce, will win this struggle for existence and survive in greater numbers. He
gives examples of when new plants, which have an advantage over the existing plants, are introduced to an ecosystem,
these ones will quickly override the rest. “On the other hand, we may feel sure that any variation in the least degree
injurious would be rigidly destroyed. This preservation of favorable variations and the rejection of injurious
variations, I call Natural Selection.”114 The primary agent of natural selection is the power of reproduction, which
passes on the traits of those who win the struggle for existence, and so allows them to do better in the struggle for
existence.
To be clear, natural selection is not sufficient in itself to cause new forms to come to be. However, when diversity is
already present among the organisms, the pressure of natural selection will force the less equipped forms out of
existence. In short, by his principle of natural selection, Darwin thought he could explain the origin of all the species
in nature. He explained the formation of complex instincts in the same method. He also thought it likely that the
distinction of animals and plants, together with their varieties, resulted from one common ancestor:

All living things have much in common, in their chemical composition, in their chemical composition, their
germinal vesicles, their cellular structure, and their laws of growth and reproduction…Therefore I infer from
analogy that probably all the organic beings which have ever lived on this earth have descended from some
one primordial form, into which life was first breathed.115
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Thus, even the organs of sight and hearing would be
selected from some very imperfect first nerve. By
natural selection, this very indeterminate nerve would
be determined to sight or sound, for example; Darwin
says “several facts make me suspect that any sensitive
nerve may be rendered sensitive to light, and likewise
to those coarser vibrations of the air which produce
sound.”116 At the same time, Darwin says “I have
nothing to do with the origin of the primary mental
powers [such as the intellectual soul], any more than
I have with that of life itself.”117

Criticism and support
Macro vs. micro evolution
One part of Darwin’s theory that can admit of no
objections is that a given kind of animal, a finch for
example, can become the ancestor of many different
varieties of finches. In fact, this is how breeders have
produced so many varieties of dogs. Such changes
could also take place in nature under the pressure of
natural selection. This part of Darwin’s theory, that
natural selection can improve and slightly modify
living things of a particular species into different
varieties, has become known as microevolution. But
Darwin’s theory does not stop here. He wants to
extend the power of natural selection not just to carry
an already existing species, but to produce a
completely different species. In other words, one
ancestor could produce both a monkey and a lizard.
Such a theory of evolution is called macroevolution.
This part of his theory is open to many objections.

Figure 59.2: Tree of life drawn by Ernst Haeckel
around 1877

A dangerous argument
Before examining the truth of individual premises in Darwin’s argument, there is one point in the very logic of his
argument that calls the whole into question. Darwin wants us to view the word “species” as something arbitrary and
only used for practical purposes. In other words, if you told him that monkeys and whales are clearly in different
species of animals, he would say: “Yes, we say that some animals are in different species than others because these
animals seem so different to us. But in reality, there is no strict division between them; we just use call them different
species for our own convenience.” Now, it’s true that a discussion about the word “species” would be very difficult.
But it makes no sense that the same person who is claiming to explain how all the different species arise, starts by
saying that the word has no real meaning. If the word doesn’t mean something real, then why are trying to explain
something real with it? If the reality is instead that all animals are really just one species, then where is the origin of
species that Darwin has explained? At most, he has only explained how what we call by convenience different species
have come about.
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of the past and present inhabitants of the world should have been due to secondary causes, like those determining the
birth and death of the individual.”124
While these texts show that Darwin was open to the idea of creation, in many places he does disagree with the idea
of special or independent creation, meaning that God immediately created each species of animal and plant as we
see them today. For example, he says “I shall not confine myself to the mere question of dispersal; but shall consider
some other facts, which bear on the truth of the two theories of independent creation and descent with
modification.”125 Of course, he argues for descent with modification as opposed to independent creation.
All that said, in 1837 and 1838, Darwin began rethinking his views on religion. He said that “the Old Testament
from its manifestly false history of the world, with the Tower of Babel, the rainbow as a sign, etc., etc., and from its
attributing to God the feelings of a revengeful tyrant, was no more to be trusted that the sacred books of the Hindus,
or the beliefs of any barbarian.”126 Initially, Darwin had no intention of disbelieving the Scriptures, but his firm
allegiance to his own theory together with a lack of true Faith made him lose any trust in God’s Word. Thus, in his
Sixth edition of the Origin of Species, he removes a text from his First Edition which states that “the first creature,
the progenitor of innumerable extinct and living descendants, was created.”127 (Emphasis added)

The Church on Evolution
The Church has also spoken on question of evolution. Pius XII addressed this issue in his encyclical Humani Generis.
He notes how evolution “has not been fully proved even in the domain of natural sciences,” and that Divine Revelation
requires great caution especially when using it to explain the origin of the human body. He also reminds us of the
principle that “the Catholic faith obliges us to hold that [human] souls are immediately created by God.” St. Thomas
also holds this in his De Ecclesiasticis Dogmatibus, xiv. Another principle is that Adam really was the first man, and
that the whole human race descended from him: “For the faithful cannot embrace that opinion which maintains that
either after Adam there existed on this earth true men who did not take their origin through natural generation from
him as from the first parent of all, or that Adam represents a certain number of first parents.” Note, however, that the
Pope does not condemn evolution as such.
This is also consistent with what St. Augustine says in his commentary on Genesis. He in fact argues for a semievolutionary view, in which the completed creation of living things happened during the course of time after the first
instant of creation.

But these things [created things] exist in one way in the Word of God, where they are not made but eternal;
in a second way in the elements of the world, where all things made at once are going to be; in a third way
they exist in the things which before he created them at once according to their causes, are now not created
at once but each in its own time – among which is Adam now formed from the slime and animated by the
breath of God, as the grass sprang up; in a fourth way they exist as in seeds, in which are found, as it were,
the primordial cause drawn from things which follow the causes which he first constituted, as plants from
earth, seed from plants.
St. Augustine is saying that everything in Creation, as we know it now, was not created all at once. In other words,
God left it up to the nature He just created to perfect the work He began, all the while constantly working through
this nature. The more complex things were created in a latent form within the things that were first created, like a
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Lesson 60

Problems with Evolution

Theory

The role of mutations
Darwin’s theory invites many other objections and questions. What exactly are these random variations which natural
selection makes use of? Do they have a cause, or are they truly random? Are random variations consistent with God
being the Intelligent Creator of all the plants and animals in creation? Darwin also made many other careless remarks
regarding how the use and disuse of instinct and bodily organs might affect these same things, and be inherited. In
this lesson, we are going to learn about possible causes of the diversity that evolution so heavily relies on to work.
In fact, investigations into some of these questions ended up showing that Darwin had the wrong idea about the
variations that natural selection makes use of. What opened up a more plausible evolutionary theory was a better
understanding of the genetic machinery in living things. It was first discovered that the mature body of the animal,
or phenotype, had distinct properties from the genetic code that it developed out of, or genotype. (We saw this when
we studied genetics). The genotype is almost completely uninfluenced by the environment, and by what the
phenotype does or its habits. So just because one raccoon uses his hind legs more than another, does not mean his
descendants will have this same ability, contrary to what Darwin thought. The most that could happen is that the
body that develops out of the genotype could be affected by the environment it develops in. In accord with these new
discoveries, it could no longer be held that an individual organism’s use or habit could be passed on in inheritance.
One way that a genotype to be altered to bring about an altered offspring is through chromosome crossover. This
could be the cause of the “slight variations” that Darwin constantly talked about. It is also understandable how
breeding organisms with similar variations is the same as breeding organisms with similar chromosome crossover.
However, chromosome crossover is not enough to explain the diversity and perfection found in evolution. It can only
explain slight variations in parts of an already existing phenotype, and only a finite number of them; it could never
explain how a dolphin arises out of microscopic sea creature. Such a feat would require brand new genetic
information. The answer must be looked for elsewhere.
Again, the geneticists and molecular biologists came to the rescue of evolution. At this time it was discovered what
a mutation is, and the possible causes of mutations. (You learned about these in a previous chapter). Mutations are
relatively rare events that usually cause discrete and noticeable changes. Examples of mutations in the phenotype
would be having six fingers on the hand, missing an arm, or autism. If one is to explain evolution, it would be crucial
to rely on genetic mutations for an explanation of completely new structures. Darwin’s theory of natural selection
would then be applied: whatever organisms experience mutations favorable to their preservation will be naturally
selected. These individuals would pass down their mutated genetics to their descendants, who would the share the
same traits.
At this point, we aren’t even talking about Darwin’s theory anymore, according to his own words: “If it could be
demonstrated that any complex organ existed, which could not possibly have been formed by numerous, successive,
slight modifications, my theory would absolutely break down.”129 Darwin’s view is that evolution will only work if
there are numerous small changes. But the mutation theory would state the opposite – rare, usually significant
changes in the genes are passed down in reproduction, resulting in quite different organisms than the parents. So,
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